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ABSTRACT 
The continued development of integrated photonic devices requires low-power, small 
volume all-optical modulators. The weak nonlinear optical response of conventional optical 
materials requires the use of high intensities and large interaction volumes in order to achieve 
significant light modulation, hindering the miniaturization of all-optical switches and the 
development of lightweight transmission optics with nonlinear optical response. These challenges 
may be addressed using plasmonic nanostructures due to their unique ability to confine and 
enhance electric fields in sub-wavelength volumes. The ultrafast nonlinear response of free 
electrons in such plasmonic structures and the fast thermal nonlinear optical response of metal 
nanoparticles, as well as the plasmon enhanced nonlinear Kerr-type response of the host material 
surrounding the nanostructures could allow ultrafast all-optical modulation with low modulation 
energy.  
In this thesis, we investigate the linear and nonlinear optical response of engineered 
effective media containing coupled metallic nanoparticles. The fundamental interactions in 
systems containing coupled nanoparticles with size, shape, and composition dissimilarity, are 
evaluated analytically and numerically, and it is demonstrated that under certain conditions the 
achieved field enhancement factors can exceed the single-particle result by orders of magnitude in 
a process called cascaded plasmon resonance. It is demonstrated that these conditions can be met 
in systems containing coupled nanospheres, and in systems containing non-spherical metal 
nanoparticles that are compatible with common top-down nanofabrication methods such as 
electron beam lithography and nano-imprint lithography. We show that metamaterials based on 
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such cascaded plasmon resonance structures can produce enhanced nonlinear optical refraction 
and absorption compared to that of conventional plasmonic nanostructures. Finally, it is 
demonstrated that the thermal nonlinear optical response of metal nanoparticles can be enhanced 
in carefully engineered heterogeneous nanoparticle clusters, potentially enabling strong and fast 
thermal nonlinear optical response in system that can be produced in bulk through chemical 
synthesis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The invention of the laser in 1960 [1] opened the opportunity to experimentally observe 
nonlinear optical phenomena, starting with the generation of second harmonic radiation inside a 
quartz crystal illuminated by ruby laser in 1961[2]. Nonlinear optical phenomena occur when the 
electronic motion in the material in the presence of a strong electromagnetic field is not just linearly 
related to the strength of the electric field, and instead higher nonlinear orders of the material 
susceptibility are required to describe the electronic motion [3]. One of the important 
accomplishments of nonlinear optics is the ability to control light using light itself at the same 
frequency, through effects known as nonlinear absorption and refraction as a result of the optical 
Kerr effect or the photo-thermal effect. The optical Kerr effect occurs when a strong optical field 
causes a near-instantaneous modification in the refractive index of the material. The photo-thermal 
effect on the other hand occurs when optical absorption increases the temperature inside a material 
leading to a modification in the refractive index of the material. The optical Kerr effect is typically 
weak, requiring the use of extremely strong excitation fields which can be achieved using short 
high-energy pulses [4, 5], spatial focusing of high-power beams [6], and field enhancement in 
dielectric resonators such as fiber Bragg gratings [7], fiber ring resonators [8], microdisk 
resonators[9], and photonic crystal cavities[10]. 
An alternative way of achieving enhanced electric fields and subsequently enhanced 
absorption and scattering is the use of plasmon resonant metallic nanostructures. In recent years, 
metallic nanoparticles have attracted enormous attention due to their ability to convert far-field 
radiation to the localized and strong external and internal fields in the vicinity of their surfaces. 
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This occurs through the coupling of the incident electromagnetic field to oscillating free-electrons 
near the metal surface, called localized surface plasmons. Strongly enhanced and confined near-
fields in plasmonic nanoparticles can improve the performance of many photonic applications such 
as optical scattering spectroscopy [11-14], chemical and biological sensing [15-18], high 
resolution imaging [19, 20], ultrafast and compact photo-detectors [21, 22] and modulators [23-
25], light emitters [26, 27], solar cells [28, 29], photo-thermal imaging [30-32], optoacoustic 
imaging[33, 34], photo-thermal therapy and drug delivery [35-42], nano-welding [43, 44] and 
nonlinear optical phenomena [25, 45-73]. 
The strong field enhancement inside the metal and in the vicinity of the plasmonic 
nanoparticle can enhance the nonlinear optical response of a medium in which the inherent 
nonlinearity is very small, resulting in enhanced effective electronic susceptibilities. Such effects 
have already been investigated in randomly distributed metallic nanoparticles on films [45, 46], 
metallic thin films [47-51], metallic aggregates [52-55], metallic gratings [25, 56], metallic nano-
patterned arrays [57-67], metallic tips [68, 69] and metallic nanoparticles [70-73]. In addition to 
enhancing Kerr-type nonlinear susceptibilities, the presence of strong field enhancement inside 
and around plasmonic nanoparticles can also introduce strong power dissipation and heat 
generation. Plasmon resonant nanoparticles can therefore also be used as nanoscale heat 
generators. Nanoscale heat generation using metallic nanoparticles has found applications in 
photothermal imaging [30-32], optoacoustic imaging [33, 34], biophotonics [35-42], bubble 
formation for nanosurgery [74-78] and purifying liquids[79, 80], material growth [81], nano-
welding [43, 44], heat-assisted magnetic recording[82] and photothermal control of fluidics[83, 
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84]. This enhanced and localized absorption corresponding abrupt temperature changes could 
produce a large photothermal response in short time scales.  
In this thesis, we study the linear and nonlinear optical response of media containing 
coupled metallic nanoparticles, initially with a focus on producing large field enhancement 
(Chapters 2,3 and 5), and ultimately determining non-linear optical performance of materials with 
Kerr type response (Chapter 4) and photothermal response (chapter 6). The following sections 
briefly describe the fundamental concepts needed to gain a thorough understanding of the work 
presented in this thesis.  
 Nonlinear optical response 
Light-matter interaction can be described by the induced polarization in the material due 
to the electric field of the light. In the case of weak optical fields, the induced polarization is 
linearly dependent on the electric field strength. However in the case of strong optical fields, higher 
order susceptibilities are required to achieve an accurate description of the induced polarization, 
which in the case of instantaneous nonlinear response leads to a polarization of the form 𝑷𝑷(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜀𝜀0�𝜒𝜒(1)𝑬𝑬(𝑡𝑡) +  𝜒𝜒(2)𝑬𝑬(𝑡𝑡)𝑬𝑬(𝑡𝑡) +  𝜒𝜒(3)𝑬𝑬(𝑡𝑡)𝑬𝑬(𝑡𝑡)𝑬𝑬(𝑡𝑡)�,  as described in more detail in appendix A. 
Generally, the optical response of matter includes linear polarization which is responsible for linear 
refractive index, second order nonlinear polarization which leads to processes such as second 
harmonic generation (SHG), sum and difference frequency generation, optical rectification and 
optical parametric amplification and oscillation, and the third order nonlinear polarization which 
involves processes like third harmonic generation, four-wave mixing, nonlinear refraction and 
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absorption. Higher order polarizations (4th, 5th,…) can be induced in matter, however the 
corresponding optical response is typically weak and consequently they have few applications. 
Generally, a nonlinear medium can develop a nonlinear response at new frequencies that 
are not present in the incident field, as well as at the original frequency of the incident wave. The 
latter effect follows from third order nonlinear response which is the lowest-order nonlinear term 
in macroscopically centrosymmetric and isotropic media. If we consider only nonlinear 
interactions that produce a polarization response at the same frequency as the incident field, the 
induced susceptibility in a nonlinear medium depends on the square of the electric field which 
leads to an irradiance-dependent refractive index in the presence of the strong optical fields. This 
nonlinear effect causes several phenomena such as self-phase modulation and cross-phase 
modulation, optical phase conjugation, optical bistability, optical switching and optical limitation. 
For a more detailed description of nonlinear refraction, see Appendix A. 
An irradiance-dependent refractive index not only occurs in optical materials with third-
order nonlinear susceptibility, but also in materials with thermal nonlinear optical response.  In 
these materials the refractive index changes as the temperature is raised due to absorbed optical 
power. The induced refractive index change related to the thermal nonlinear optical response is 
often larger than the Kerr-type nonlinear optical response. However, the response time of Kerr-
type nonlinearities is much shorter than that of optical thermal nonlinearity, which make Kerr-type 
nonlinear response more appealing in ultrafast nonlinear optical applications. 
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 Localized Surface Plasmons 
Both Kerr-type nonlinear optical response and thermal nonlinear optical response can be 
modified by structures that enhance the optical field strength. One way to achieve enhanced optical 
fields is through the use of surface plasmons. Surface plasmons are collective charge density 
oscillations near the interface of a metal and a dielectric or vacuum due to the coupling of the 
electromagnetic field to the metal’s free charges. Surface plasmons can exist as propagating modes 
at planar metal-dielectric interfaces, called propagating surface plasmons or surface plasmon 
polaritons (SPP), as well as on metal nanoparticles, where they are typically referred to as localized 
surface plasmons [85]. In this thesis, we discuss only the latter type of the surface plasmons. 
Free electrons in a metal nanoparticle can be moved from their equilibrium configuration 
by the electric field of an incident optical wave, inducing positive and negative surface charge on 
opposing sides of the nanoparticle. An electric field will develop inside the nanoparticle due to the 
charge cloud displacement which leads to a restoring force on the free electrons. The free electrons 
will oscillate under this restoring force at their natural oscillation frequency. This type of localized 
surface plasmon resonance mode can be optically excited when the frequency of the incident light 
matches this natural oscillation frequency. A schematic representation of a localized surface 
plasmon on a metal nanosphere is presented in Figure 1.1, showing an electromagnetic wave 
propagating to right. The maximum electron cloud displacement is seen to occur with a 90 degree 
phase delay compared to the force applied by the incident electromagnetic field.  
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The resonance frequency of the localized surface plasmon oscillation depends on different 
parameters such as the dielectric function of the metal and of the material surrounding the metal, 
the nanoparticle shape, and the nanoparticle size [86]. 
  
Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of a localized plasmon oscillation for a metal nanosphere under 
illumination at the localized plasmon resonance frequency. 
As mentioned before, two key features of surface plasmons is their ability to confine 
electromagnetic energy in volumes, around (100 nm)3, smaller than the diffraction limit (λ0/2n0)3, 
around (200 nm)3 in glass in visible range, and to enhance the electric component of incident light. 
For a sphere illuminated by an optical field in quasi-electrostatic limit, a dipolar resonance occurs 
at frequencies where εm(ω) ≈ -2εh(ω), known as the localized surface plasmon resonance 
frequency. Here εm(ω) and εh(ω) are the frequency-dependent dielectric function of the metal and 
the surrounding material, respectively. At this frequency both internal and external electric fields 
will be enhanced. The ratio of the plasmon enhanced electric field and the incident electric field is 
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called the field enhancement factor in plasmonic nanostructures, which for isolated spherical noble 
metal particles can reach values as high as 40. The dipolar plasmon resonance mode typically 
occurs at frequencies ranging from the ultraviolet to the visible for metals. 
The quasi-electrostatic regime ceases to be valid when the size of nanoparticle becomes 
either too large or too small. In the large nanoparticle case, phase retardation leads to the excitation 
of higher order plasmon modes while the skin depth limits the penetration of the electromagnetic 
field into the particle. On the other hand, when the nanoparticle size becomes similar to or smaller 
than the electron mean free path, additional electron scattering from the surface of nanoparticle 
introduces additional dissipative loss in the metal (details in appendix B). To illustrate these effects 
Figure 1.2 shows the electric field enhancement factors for silver nanoparticles with different sizes 
calculated by a finite integration method [87], in which the dielectric function of silver 
nanoparticles has been described using the modified Drude model used in Chapter 4. Larger metal 
nanoparticles show a redshift of the resonance frequency and an increase in the resonance 
linewidth, which is the combined result of the reduced field penetration at larger sizes and the 
appearance of the higher order plasmon modes as described above. Very small nanoparticles on 
the other hand show a highly damped plasmon resonance due to the increased electron scattering 
described above. Consequently, an optimum particle size exists for maximizing the strength of the 
surface plasmon resonance of isolated metal nanoparticles. 
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Figure 1.2: Simulated internal field enhancement in silver nanoparticles in water (n=1.33). The 
dashed black line shows the predicted plasmon resonance wavelength of this system in the quasi-
electrostatic regime. 
While isolated spherical nanoparticles can produce large field enhancement factors, field 
enhancement factors can be further increase by using electromagnetic far-field and near-field 
interactions between closely spaced nanoparticles. The origin of this additional field enhancement 
can be understood from the viewpoint of coupled resonators. For closely spaced particles the 
response of one particle can be affected by the electric fields associated with a nearby particle with 
an oscillating dipole moment. This can lead to resonance frequency shifts, the excitation of 
multipolar plasmon modes, and strongly modified field enhancement factors [88-93]. A more 
detailed description of coupled modes in nanoparticle clusters in the point-dipole limit can be 
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found in appendix B. When introducing size differences in coupled nanoparticles, modified 
resonance shifts and larger field enhancement factors can be obtained, in an effect called ‘cascaded 
plasmon resonance’ [89, 94, 95]. 
 Localized Plasmon Enhanced Nonlinear Effects 
The strong localized electric field that develops inside and around the metallic nanoparticle 
when excited at the plasmon resonance frequency can nonlinearly change the refractive index of 
the particle itself and of the surrounding medium, through Kerr-type third-order nonlinearity. The 
plasmon-enhanced modification of the refractive index of the metal or the host material leads to 
modified dipole moments and a shift in the frequency at which the dipolar localized plasmon 
resonance condition where εm(ω) = -2εh(ω)  is satisfied. These coupled effects appear as an 
enhanced modification of the Kerr-type nonlinear optical response of the nanostructure. In addition 
to Kerr-type nonlinear optical response, temperature changes inside and around the nanoparticles 
due to heat dissipation at frequencies near the plasmon resonance may introduce an additional 
thermal nonlinear optical response in the plasmonic nanostructures. The heating and temperature 
evolution responsible for these nonlinearities follows three steps in metallic nanoparticles. In the 
first step, optical absorption under illumination of the structure heats the free electron gas through 
electron-electron scattering on a time scale of ~100 fs[96]. The increased electron temperature 
leads to a non-equilibrium electron energy distribution function, an effect known as Fermi 
smearing, resulting in an ultrafast nonlinear optical response[55, 97-99]. In the second step, the 
hot electron gas exchanges energy with the relatively cold metal lattice through electron-phonon 
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scattering on a time scale of picoseconds[100] which leads to a thermal equilibration of the 
electronic and vibrational temperature in the metallic nanoparticle. In the final step, the heat 
diffuses from the hot metallic nanoparticle to the cooler medium surrounding the nanoparticle over 
hundreds of picoseconds, depending on the thermal conductivity of surrounding medium. This is 
a notably short time for a thermal effect as a result of the highly confined heat generation and the 
large surface-to-volume ratio of typical nanometric plasmonic structure, which might allow the 
use of plasmon-mediated thermal nonlinear optical effects for fast (ps) switching applications. 
 Effective Medium Theory 
Individual plasmonic nanoparticles can produce enhanced nonlinear response, however to 
achieve a large nonlinear optical response, interaction of incident light with many such resonant 
particles may be required. The modeling of the optical response in such cases requires methods 
that can describe light propagation in complex inhomogeneous media. This can be done using 
effective medium theory, EMT, provided that the largest feature sizes in the inhomogeneous 
medium are much smaller than the wavelength of the light in that medium, as shown in Figure 1.3. 
In fact, the concept of a refractive index itself can be considered an effective medium theory, since 
it disregards the atomic structure of materials. 
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 Figure 1.3: Length scales for an effective medium composed of embedded nanoparticles in a host 
medium, where a and d are particle size and interparticle spacing, respectively. For effective 
medium theory to apply, both are required to be much smaller than the wavelength λ of the 
incident light. 
Effective medium theory has been widely used to describe the linear and nonlinear optical 
properties of nanocomposites [52, 67]. EMT describes the complex and inhomogeneous structure 
as a homogeneous medium with an effective linear and nonlinear refractive index. Broadly, 
effective medium theory calculates the average polarization inside an inhomogeneous medium and 
compares it to the average electric field in this medium. From the ratio of these two quantities an 
effective susceptibility can be derived. A related approach considers the average energy dissipation 
in a medium and compares it to the average energy density in the medium to extract an effective 
refractive index. Two well-known analytical effective medium approximations are the Maxwell-
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Garnett model and the Bruggeman model. These assume approximately spherical inclusions, and 
are therefore not generally applicable. A detailed description and calculation of optical properties 
using effective medium theory related to the approaches taken in this Thesis is provided in 
appendix C. 
 This Thesis 
In this Thesis we analytically and numerically investigate the conditions to achieve large 
electric field enhancement factors in coupled metallic nanoparticle structures and their potential 
use in improving the Kerr-type and thermal nonlinear optical response when used as building 
blocks for nonlinear optical effective media. 
In Chapter 2, we theoretically discuss the governing rules in the optical response of the 
size-symmetric and size-asymmetric dimer structures using a point dipole interaction model. The 
field enhancement factors of nanoparticle dimers are evaluated as a function of the particle size 
difference and inter-particle spacing, showing distinct regimes of field enhancement that are 
labeled hindered cascading and multiplicative cascading. A formula is derived for the ultimate 
limit of the field enhancement in such coupled asymmetric dimers. We show that a maximum 
internal field enhancement of 2.9×103, a factor of 75 larger than that of an isolated silver 
nanoparticle, can be achieved. Such coupling effects can be used to enhance the Kerr type 
nonlinear response and thermal nonlinear optical response, as discussed in later chapters.  
In Chapter 3, we discuss control of the near-field coupling between plasmon resonant 
nanoparticles using the shape of the individual nanoparticles. We demonstrate that cascaded 
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plasmon resonances can be achieved in coupled ellipsoidal particles with identical thickness which 
leads to cascaded antenna designs that are compatible with common top-down nanofabrication 
methods such as electron beam lithography and nano-imprint lithography. We evaluate field 
enhancement factors as a function of the particle volume ratio and spacing and find that strong 
cascaded field enhancement can be achieved in planar antenna structures. 
In Chapter 4, we take the elements discussed in prior chapters and theoretically study the 
linear and nonlinear optical responses of a plasmonic metamaterial consisting of closely spaced 
nanoparticles with different sizes, using the finite integration method [87] and effective medium 
theory. We show that the effective nonlinear absorption in such structures can be controlled and 
enhanced by the interplay between different plasmon resonance modes. By varying the size 
difference between adjacent particles, it is shown that the plasmonic nanostructure can be 
gradually adjusted from the non-cascaded to the cascaded coupling regime, leading to an enhanced 
nonlinear susceptibility and figure of merit for nonlinear absorption. 
In Chapter 5, we analytically and numerically describe the optical response of 
heterogeneous plasmonic trimer structures composed of a silver nanoparticle dimer and a central 
gold nanoparticle. We use a point dipole model to show that the plasmon resonance of the silver 
dimer can be controlled through near-field coupling, allowing for a frequency overlap of the 
plasmon resonance of the silver dimer and the gold monomer. The resulting coupled plasmon 
resonance in the heterogeneous trimer structure is found to lead to an enhanced energy dissipation 
per unit volume which exceeds that of a single-particle system by two orders of magnitude. This 
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enhanced energy dissipation may have practical applications in photothermal therapy, fast thermal 
nonlinear optical modulation, and could enable new thermal studies at picosecond time scales.  
In Chapter 6, we numerically investigate the thermal nonlinear optical response of 
composite plasmonic nanostructures using full-field three-dimensional electromagnetic and 
transient thermal calculations. We demonstrate that in addition to the magnitude of the field 
enhancement and related heat dissipation, the specific location where heat is generated has a major 
impact on the attainable temperature changes and thermo-optic response. It is shown that the 
thermal nonlinear optical response of properly designed heterogeneous trimer structures is 40 
times larger than that of isolated gold nanoparticles. 
Finally, in Chapter 7, we summarize the results presented in this Thesis and discuss future 
research opportunities. 
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2. CASCADED PLASMON RESONANT FIELD ENHANCEMENT IN 
NANOPARTICLE DIMERS IN THE POINT DIPOLE MODEL  
 Introduction 
In 2003, Li et al. demonstrated a specific type of coupled nanoparticle structure in which 
extremely large field enhancement factors can be produced due to a phenomenon called cascaded 
plasmon resonance [89]. In cascaded plasmon resonance, the enhanced near-field of a larger 
nanoparticle acts as the driving electric field for a nearby smaller nanoparticle, leading to 
additional field confinement and enhancement. Cascaded plasmon  resonance can enhance broad 
variety of optical effects, including  SERS [101], nonlinear optical response [73], and stimulated 
emission[102]. Subsequently Sun and Khurgin presented an analytical model that describes the 
field enhancement in coupled asymmetric particle systems [94, 95], focusing on the external field 
enhancement that could be achieved in the presence of multipolar interactions. 
Here we discuss the coupling regimes in a nanostructure consisting of two silver 
nanospheres when the relative particle sizes are varied, with the ultimate goal of using cascaded 
field enhancement for improving the nonlinear refractive index of composites containing such 
structures. Studying inter-particle interactions in a coupled dimer system can lead to a better 
understanding of the fundamental interaction mechanisms in cascaded plasmon resonance, and 
provide a prediction of the maximum field enhancement factors that can be achieved in the 
cascaded dimer structure. We evaluate the coupling strength and resultant cascaded field 
enhancement as a function of the particle size difference and inter-particle spacing using a point-
dipole description of asymmetric silver dimers. We will describe different coupling regimes based 
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of the mutual interaction strength between the two nanoparticles. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of 
the type of dimer structure under investigation. 
 
Figure 2.1: A schematic of the type of asymmetric plasmon resonant dimer structure under 
investigation. 
 Dipole-Dipole Interaction Model 
In the point dipole model, each nanosphere is considered as a point dipole with a 
polarizability αi given by 
αi = 3ε0εh Vi εm−εhεm+2εh (2.1) 
where Vi, is the volume of nanosphere i. ε0, εm and εh are the vacuum permittivity, the dielectric 
function of the metal and the dielectric function of the host, respectively. The dipole moment of 
an illuminated nanosphere located at position ri in the presence of fields from neighboring particles 
can be written as 
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𝐩𝐩i =  αi𝐄𝐄loc(𝐫𝐫i) (2.2) 
where Eloc(ri ) is the sum of the incident field Einc(ri ) and the local electric fields generated by all 
the neighbor dipoles at locations ri, which itself is given by 
𝐄𝐄loc(𝐫𝐫i) =  𝐄𝐄inc(𝐫𝐫i) + 𝐄𝐄dipole,j(𝐫𝐫i) =  𝐄𝐄0 ei𝐤𝐤i.𝐫𝐫𝐢𝐢 − ∑ 𝐀𝐀ij𝐩𝐩ji≠j  (2.3) 
where Aij pj is the electric field contribution of dipole j at the position of dipole i and is given by 
𝐀𝐀ij𝐩𝐩j = eikrij4πε0εhrij3 �k2𝐫𝐫ij × �𝐫𝐫ij × 𝐩𝐩j� + �1−ikrij�rij2 �rij2𝐩𝐩j − 3𝐫𝐫ij�𝐫𝐫ij.𝐩𝐩j�� �         for i ≠ j (2.4) 
where rij = ri - rj, rij = |rij| and k is the magnitude of the wavevector in the host medium. For a 
dimer system illuminated with light polarized along the dimer axis, A12 and A21 are equal and given 
by 
A12 =  A21 = eikd2πε0εh  �ik𝑑𝑑2 −  1𝑑𝑑3 � (2.5) 
where d is the center-to-center separation of the two nanospheres in the dimer structure. 
Substitution of Equation (2.3) into Equation (2.2)  and considering a dimer structure excited with 
longitudinal polarization in the quasi-electrostatic regime, leads to 
p1 =  α1[Einc −  A12p2]  𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 p2 =  α2[Einc −  A21p1]. (2.6) 
The dipole moment of both nanoparticles can be obtained by solving these two linear 
Equations, leading to 
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p1 =  α1 1− α2 A12 1− α1α2 A122  Einc 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 p2 =  α2 1− α1 A12  1− α1α2 A122  Einc. (2.7) 
The second term in the denominator, α1 α2 A122, represents a coupling parameter that 
describes the effective mutual interaction strength between the dipoles. With the known dipole 
moment for each nanoparticle, the electric field in every position can be evaluated. Assuming that 
the structures remain in the quasi-electrostatic limit, the internal electric field of the nanoparticles 
can be obtained using the following formula, 
Ein =  3εh εm+2εh Eloc. (2.8) 
The local electric field in Equation (2.8) can be obtained using the obtained dipole moment 
in Equation (2.7) together with Equation (2.2) which states Eloc = p/α. The internal electric field of 
the small nanoparticle in the dimer structure thus becomes: 
Ein,1 =  3εh εm+2εh Eloc,1 =    3εh εm+2εh  1− α2 A12  1− α1α2 A122  Einc. (2.9) 
The internal field enhancement factor is defined as gin = Ein/Einc, which for particle 1 
becomes: 
gin,1 =  3εh εm+2εh  1− α2 A12  1− α1α2 A122  . (2.10) 
Using the continuity of the normal electric displacement at the metal surface, εhEout = εmEin, 
and Equation (2.10), the external field enhancement factor at the surface of the small nanoparticle 
in the dimer structure can be written as 
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gout,1 =  εm εh  gin,1. (2.11) 
We introduce a parameter called the multiplicative field enhancement factor gMFE which is 
the product of the external field enhancement factor of an isolated large nanoparticle measured at 
the position of the small nanoparticle (i.e. at a distance d from the center of the large nanoparticle) 
and the internal field enhancement of the isolated small nanoparticle, i.e. 
gMFE,1 =  gout,2(d) gin,1 (2.12) 
where gout,2 (d) represents the field contribution of the large nanoparticle at a distance d from the 
center of that nanoparticle. 
 Results 
Figure 2.2 shows the internal field enhancement spectra, |gin| = |Ein/E0|, in each particle for 
four silver nanoparticle dimers with different volume ratios, V2/V1, at a fixed center-to-center 
separation d = 15 nm. The radius of the small nanoparticle is varied while that of the large 
nanoparticle is kept constant at 5 nm. The particles are embedded in a host with εh = 2.25, and 
literature data were used for the dielectric function of silver [103]. 
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 Figure 2.2: Internal field enhancement spectra for silver nanoparticle dimers at a constant center-
to-center distance of 15 nm, for the small particle (left panels) and the large particle (right 
panels) for volume ratios V2/V1 = 1, 5, 20, 100 as indicated in the insets.  The dashed lines (left 
panels) show multiplicative cascaded field enhancement while the dotted lines (right panel) show 
the analytical single particle field enhancement. 
Figure 2.2(a) and Figure 2.2(b) show the field enhancement in the center of the left and 
right particle respectively for a dimer of particles with identical volume. For comparison, Figure 
2.2(b) includes the internal field enhancement |gin,iso| of an isolated silver nanosphere (dotted line). 
The maximum field enhancement values in the dimer are similar to those of the isolated sphere 
but occur at longer wavelength due to near-field coupling between the particles [104]. The 
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enhancement factors are much weaker than expected for cascaded field enhancement: in the 
simplest interpretation of cascading, particle 1 is driven by a modified local field Eloc,1, leading to 
a predicted multiplicative field enhancement magnitude of |gin,iso×Eloc,1|. This response is shown in 
Figure 2.2(a) (dashed line), showing a peak enhancement of 119, compared to an actual peak 
enhancement of 36.5. Figure 2.2(c) and Figure 2.2(d) show the results for a dimer with a volume 
ratio of 5. The field enhancement in the large particle shows two resonance peaks, with the low-
frequency resonance corresponding to a symmetric mode where the dipole moments in both 
particles oscillate in-phase (phase data not shown), and the high-frequency resonance 
corresponding to an anti-symmetric mode where the dipole moments in both particles oscillate in 
anti-phase[105]. At this larger volume ratio, the peak field enhancement in the small particle has 
increased, but is still substantially lower than the multiplicative cascading response. Figure 2.2(e) 
and (f) show the results for a volume ratio of 20, showing less pronounced splitting, indicative of 
a reduced interaction. Note that the internal field enhancement in the small particle approaches the 
multiplicative cascading response. Finally, Figure 2.2(g) and Figure 2.2(h) show the results for a 
volume ratio of 100. No clear frequency splitting is observed, the response of the large nanoparticle 
is almost identical to that of an isolated nanoparticle, and the internal field enhancement of the 
small particle is virtually identical to the calculated multiplicative cascading response. These 
results demonstrate that multiplicative cascading requires weak mutual interaction, corresponding 
to 𝛼𝛼1𝛼𝛼2 𝐴𝐴122 ≪ 1 in Equation (2.7). For strong interaction we observe reduced field enhancement, 
a coupling regime that we will call hindered cascading.  
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Figure 2.3 shows the field enhancement spectra in silver nanoparticle dimers with V2/V1 = 
100 for different center-to-center separations. Figure 2.3(a) and Figure 2.3(b) show the results for 
a center-to-center separation of 40 nm for the small and large particle respectively. At this 
separation, the magnitude of the internal field enhancement of the large nanoparticle is 
approximately equal to that of an isolated nanoparticle |gin,iso| (Figure 2.3(b), dotted line). The field 
enhancement of the small particle is a factor ~1.5 larger than observed in the large particle, and its 
spectrum is nearly identical to the multiplicative cascading result (Figure 2.3(a), dashed line), 
indicating that the particles are weakly coupled. Figure 2.3(c) and Figure 2.3(d) show the results 
for a center-to-center separation of 15 nm. The smaller separation leads to an increased field 
enhancement in the small particle due to the larger near field provided by the large particle at this 
distance, while the internal field enhancement of the small particle is close to the multiplicative 
field enhancement result. At a center-to-center separation of 12 nm (Figure 2.3(e) and Figure 
2.3(f)) clear splitting is observed in the field enhancement spectra, while the peak value of the field 
enhancement of the small nanoparticle is approximately 200, significantly below the predicted 
multiplicative field enhancement. Finally, for a center-to-center separation of 10 nm (Figure 2.3(g) 
and Figure 2.3(h)), a large mode splitting is observed while the maximum internal field 
enhancement of the small nanoparticle remains approximately the same, with a value well below 
the theoretical multiplicative field enhancement due to the strong mutual interaction. 
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 Figure 2.3: Internal field enhancement spectra for silver nanoparticle dimers at a fixed volume 
ratio of 100 for the small particle (left panels) and the large particle (right panels) for inter-
particle separations of d = 10 nm, 12 nm, 15 nm, and 40 nm as indicated in the insets. The 
dashed lines (left panels) show multiplicative cascaded field enhancement while the dotted lines 
(right panel) show the analytical single particle field enhancement. 
The observations in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 indicate the existence of an ultimate 
cascading limit, corresponding to a situation in which the smaller particle is sufficiently close to 
the large nanoparticle to experience its maximum external field enhancement of 
|3εm(ωLSP)/(εm(ωLSP)+2εh)|. In this case multiplicative cascading would produce an ultimate 
internal field enhancement of magnitude |gucl,in|= |g1,in(ωLSP) × 3εm(ωLSP)/(εm(ωLSP) + 2εh)| = 2 
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(3εh/Im(εm))2 . Similarly we can obtain an ultimate external cascaded field enhancement limit near 
the small particle given by |gucl,ext|= 2 |gucl,in|, which matches the result obtained by Ref. [95]. In 
the following we investigate the evolution of the cascaded field enhancement as a function of 
geometry and compare the obtained values to the theoretical ultimate cascading limit.  
 
Figure 2.4: Maximum internal field enhancement in silver nanoparticle dimers calculated by a 
point-dipole interaction model. The dotted black line indicates the field enhancement of an 
isolated Ag nanosphere. The white dashed line separates the hindered and multiplicative 
cascading regimes. The white solid line shows field enhancement values that are within 15% of 
the analytical ultimate cascading limit.  
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Figure 2.4 shows the maximum internal field enhancement in silver nanoparticle dimer as 
a function of center-to-center distance and particle radius calculated using the dipole interaction 
model. The radius of the large nanoparticle is held at 5 nm while the radius of the small particle 
R1 is varied. For small size difference (large R1) or large inter-particle spacing, low field 
enhancement values are observed. For most geometries the field enhancement exceeds that of an 
isolated silver nanoparticle (black dotted contour line), with the exception of dimers with small 
volume ratio or large inter-particle spacing. The former exception is due to a significant redshift 
in the main resonance frequency (see Figure 2.2(a) and Figure 2.2(b)), which is accompanied by 
an increase of the imaginary part of the Au dielectric function. The latter exception is due to the 
oscillatory nature of the dipole interaction term in Equation (2.5), in particular the term eikd, 
allowing for both constructive and destructive interaction between the particles in the dimer 
depending on the inter-particle spacing. The largest field enhancement values are observed at small 
spacing and large size difference. To indicate the transition from hindered cascading to 
multiplicative cascading, the white dashed line shows geometries that produce a field enhancement 
that is 95% of the multiplicative cascaded field enhancement. Note that multiplicative cascaded 
field enhancement requires weak coupling, which can be achieved either for large separation, or 
for small separation and large size difference. Only for extremely large volume ratios and small 
separation, field enhancements are observed that approach the calculated ultimate cascading limit 
of |gucl| = 2.9×103 for these materials. The corresponding maximum external field enhancement is 
5.8×103, which is a factor ~19 larger than that calculated for the asymmetric gold dimers studied 
in Ref. [95] due to the higher surface plasmon damping in gold and the inclusion of radiative 
damping in Ref. [95]. 
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The white solid contour shows the geometries in which the field enhancement is 85% of 
the ultimate cascading limit. It should be pointed out that the point dipole analysis presented here 
neglects surface scattering, which is known to introduce significant damping at the sizes 
considered here, and consequently reduced field enhancement factors can be expected in 
experiments on similarly sized particles.   
The results shown in Figure 2.4 have several implications. First, for most geometries 
shown, asymmetric nanoparticle dimers produce field enhancement factors that significantly 
exceed those of isolated particles, even in the case of hindered cascading. Second, approaching the 
ultimate cascading limit to within 15% requires extremely large volume ratios, providing a 
significant challenge for experiments aimed at demonstrating this limit. Third, reaching the 
ultimate cascading limit requires extremely small edge-to-edge spacing. Finally, it should be 
pointed out that the dipole interaction model does not include multipolar plasmon modes, which 
are expected to occur for small inter-particle spacing at intermediate volume ratios. However, for 
coupling conditions that lead to large near-multiplicative enhancement factors, the mutual 
interaction is necessarily weak. Since multipolar modes on these particles are predominantly 
excited due to the inhomogeneous near-field from neighboring particles, weak interaction implies 
the relatively weak excitation of multipolar modes. Consequently, our simplified model provides 
surprisingly accurate results especially for systems that produce large field enhancement. To 
illustrate this point, Figure 2.5(a) includes internal field enhancement spectra |gin,1| calculated using 
the dipole interaction method for a dimer with volume ratio 1000, R1=0.5 nm, R2=5 nm and d=9 
nm, and using full numerical simulation[87]. The results show remarkable agreement, and 
demonstrate the usefulness of the dipole model even for finite sizes structures in the presence of 
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significant cascading under weak mutual interaction. Figure 2.5(b) shows the corresponding spatial 
distribution of the electric field enhancement at the plasmon resonance wavelength, demonstrating 
the extremely localized nature of the field enhancement.  
 
Figure 2.5: (a) Field enhancement spectra in the smaller of two particles in a silver dimer with 
particle radii of 0.5 nm and 5 nm at a center-to-center spacing of 9 nm calculated using a dipole-
dipole interaction model (solid line) and using full electromagnetic simulation (dashed line). (b) 
Simulated electric field enhancement distribution around the same structure at a wavelength of 
404 nm. 
 Summary 
A dipole-dipole interaction model was used to evaluate cascaded field enhancement in 
asymmetric silver nanosphere dimers. Field enhancement spectra were evaluated as a function of 
the particle size difference and inter-particle spacing.  We observe three distinct regimes of 
cascaded field enhancement: hindered cascading, multiplicative cascading, and the ultimate 
cascading limit, depending on the dimer interaction strength. In the limit of weak-mutual coupling, 
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analytical formulas were derived for the ultimate internal and external field enhancement factors 
in coupled nanosphere dimers. For silver dimers in a host with index 1.5 we obtain a maximum 
internal field enhancement of 2.9×103, a factor of 75 larger than that of an isolated silver 
nanoparticle. 
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3. CASCADED FIELD ENHANCEMENT IN PLASMON RESONANT 
DIMER NANOANTENNAS COMPATIBLE WITH TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
NANOFABRICATION METHODS 
 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 2, a special class of coupled plasmon resonances called cascaded 
plasmon resonances can produce unusually strong field enhancement [89, 94]. In cascaded 
plasmon resonance, near-field coupling of nanoparticles that have the same plasmon resonance 
frequency but significantly different volume can lead to additional field enhancement due to the 
fact that the smaller of the particles is excited predominantly by the enhanced near-fields of the 
larger particle. The simplest system that produces this effect is shown in Figure 3.1(a), consisting 
of an asymmetric nanosphere dimer, as discussed in Chapter 2. However, it is difficult to fabricate 
such cascaded nanosphere structures with standard top-down nanofabrication tools such  as 
electron beam lithography or nano-imprint lithography since these methods typically produce 
structures that have a fixed thickness, determined for example by a thin film deposition step in the 
process. Under these conditions, changing the volume of nanoparticles requires a modification of 
the lateral size of and therefore the aspect ratio of the particles, which is known to cause significant 
resonance shifts [86, 106]. This implies that one of the main requirements for cascaded plasmon 
resonance cannot be satisfied in top-down nanofabricated structures, posing a significant challenge 
to the development of technologies that utilize cascaded plasmon resonances. In the present work 
we demonstrate that cascaded plasmon resonance can be achieved in shape-tuned dimer antennas 
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with identical maximum thickness (Figure 3.1(b)-(d)) by modifying the in-plane particle aspect 
ratio to correct for size induced resonance shifts. 
 
Figure 3.1: (a) Cascaded nanosphere dimer with volume ratio of Vr = 1000, and shape-tuned 
cascaded nanoparticle dimers with volume ratios of (b) 10, (c) 100 and (d) 1000. 
In this chapter, we demonstrate cascaded field enhancement in asymmetric plasmon 
resonant dimer nanoantennas consisting of shape-tuned ellipsoidal nanoparticles. The 
nanoparticles that make up the dimer have identical thickness, suggesting that the presented 
approach can be used to design cascaded dimer antennas compatible with standard two-
dimensional top-down nanofabrication tools such as electron beam lithography and nano-imprint 
lithography. Cascaded excitation is achieved by modification of the in-plane particle aspect ratios 
in a way that keeps the resonance frequency of the individual particles fixed, while significantly 
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changing their polarizability. The achievable field enhancement is evaluated as a function of the 
particle volume ratio and spacing. 
 Theory 
In order to study the feasibility of designing cascaded plasmon resonances using 
nanoparticles with identical thickness, we consider dimer antennas composed of ellipsoidal 
particles. Ellipsoidal metal nanoparticles support dipolar localized plasmon resonances with a 
localized plasmon resonance frequency that is affected by the particle aspect ratio. The plasmon 
resonance frequency of ellipsoids can be obtained from the expression for the polarizability. In the 
quasi-electrostatic approximation, the polarizability of an ellipsoid with axes a, b and c, 
illuminated by a plane wave polarized along the a direction, is given by[106]: 
𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎 = 𝑉𝑉 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚− 𝜀𝜀ℎ𝜀𝜀ℎ+𝐿𝐿 (𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚− 𝜀𝜀ℎ) (3.1) 
where εm and εh are the dielectric function of the metal and the host material respectively, and V is 
the volume of the ellipsoidal particle given by (abcπ/6). Equation (3.1) assumes that the particle 
dipole moment relates to the incident field according to p = ε0 εh α E with ε0 the permittivity of 
vacuum. L is a shape-dependent factor ranging from 0 to 1, which can be calculated using the 
below integral 
𝐿𝐿 =  𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
2
∫ (𝑎𝑎2 + 𝑞𝑞)−32 (𝑏𝑏2 + 𝑞𝑞)−12 (𝑐𝑐2 + 𝑞𝑞)−12 𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞∞0  (3.2) 
where a, b and c are the semi-axes of the ellipsoid with a being the axis along the incident light 
polarization, and q is a variable of integration.  Shape factors for excitation with the incident field 
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along the b and c directions can be obtained by exchanging the position of a with that of b or c in 
Equation (3.2), respectively. In addition, the electric field inside the ellipsoid, in the quasi-
electrostatic approximation, is given by [106]: 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜀𝜀ℎ𝜀𝜀ℎ+𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎(𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚− 𝜀𝜀ℎ) 𝐸𝐸0 (3.3) 
where E0 is the amplitude of the electric field of the incident light. The corresponding maximum 
external field enhancement is given by Eout = (εm/εh) Ein. The dipolar plasmon resonance occurs 
when the real part of the denominator of the polarizability, Equation (3.1), becomes a minimum, 
corresponding to the resonance condition εm′= - R εh, where εm′ is the real part of the dielectric 
function of the metal and R = (1/La - 1). For a sphere La = 1/3 leading to the well-known resonance 
requirement εm′= -2εh. The imaginary part of the host dielectric function is assumed to be 
negligible. 
 Results 
Figure 3.2 shows a contour plot of calculated resonance conditions for a large range of 
particle shapes. The axis lengths are scaled with respect to the axis that is aligned with the 
polarization of the incident light. For readability of the graph, the logarithms of the axis ratios and 
the resonance condition are displayed. Since the resonance condition is not affected by an 
interchange of axes b and c in the quasi-electrostatic limit, all unique shapes and resonance 
conditions with axis ratios between 0.1 and 10 are represented by the data in the upper left side of 
the graph. Six example shapes and their corresponding aspect ratios have been included and 
labeled with roman numerals. 
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 Figure 3.2: Shape dependent dipolar resonance conditions for ellipsoidal nanoparticles with axis 
lengths a, b, and c, illuminated by an electromagnetic wave polarized along the a-axis. Contour 
lines represent the logarithm of the resonance prefactor R.  The insets show ellipsoids with the 
axis ratios indicated by the roman numerals. The symbols indicate the aspect ratios used in the 
cascaded dimer antennas shown in Figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.2 demonstrates that it is possible to design nanoparticles with different shape but 
identical resonance frequency: by choosing shapes that lie on one of the contour lines and scaling 
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axis b or c to the desired thickness, we obtain shapes with different volume but the same resonance 
frequency, which is one of the key requirements for achieving cascaded plasmon resonance. 
In this study we consider dimer nanoantennas consisting of silver nanoellipsoids embedded 
in a host material with εh = 2.25. The thickness of all ellipsoids was held constant at 5 nm. The 
largest particle considered in this study has axis lengths (a, b, c) given by (20 nm, 5 nm, 60 nm). 
The corresponding aspect ratio is indicated by the red circle in Figure 3.2. From the contour line 
or through numerical evaluation of Equation (3.1), it can be shown that this shape is expected to 
exhibit a dipolar resonance when εm′ = - 4.42 εh. However the finite size of the ellipsoid is expected 
to cause small resonance shifts when taking into account retardation effects. To determine the 
actual resonance wavelength of this ellipsoid, frequency domain electromagnetic simulations[87] 
were carried out. The ellipsoidal Ag particle was illuminated with a plane wave with electric field 
amplitude E0, propagating in the direction corresponding to the thickness of the particle (‘normal 
incidence’), and polarized along the a axis of the particle. Figure 3.3 shows the resulting frequency 
dependent electric field amplitude at the center of the ellipsoid, relative to the incident wave 
amplitude. The corresponding particle shape is shown as an inset. A clear plasmon resonance is 
observed at λ=508 nm, corresponding to a resonance condition εm′ = - 4.5 εh, close to the 
analytically predicted result. Three additional particle shapes were selected with a volume that is 
respectively a factor 10, 100, and 1000 smaller than that of the largest particle. The corresponding 
shapes are (12.8 nm, 5 nm, 9.4 nm), (5.8 nm, 2.1 nm, 5 nm), and (2.2 nm, 0.56 nm, 5 nm) as 
marked in Figure 3.2 respectively by a solid square, diamond, and triangle. Note that these shapes 
all lie close to the contour line R=0.65, corresponding to a resonance condition εm′ = -4.5 εh. The 
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corresponding simulated internal field enhancement spectra are included in Figure 3.3, all showing 
a resonance wavelength of 508 ± 1 nm. The largest simulated internal field enhancement is 35, 
corresponding to the analytically predicted result within 1.5 %.  
 
Figure 3.3: Internal field enhancement spectra of isolated silver nanoparticles in a host with 
dielectric function εh = 2.25 with axes (a,b,c) given by (2.2 nm, 0.58 nm, 5 nm), (5.8 nm, 2.1 nm, 
5 nm), (12.8 nm, 5 nm, 9.4 nm) and (20 nm, 5 nm, 60 nm). The legend shows the corresponding 
shapes (not to scale).  
To investigate the development of cascaded plasmon resonances in shape-tuned dimer 
antennas, dimers with three different volume ratios were considered based on the four ellipsoids 
shown in Figure 3.3. The corresponding antenna structures are shown in Figure 3.1(b)-(d) for a 
center-to-center spacing of d=25 nm. Figure 3.4(a) shows the simulated internal field enhancement 
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at the center of the small nanoparticle for the three different dimer nanoantennas with d=40 nm. 
The corresponding volume ratios are 10 (orange line), 100 (green line) and 1000 (blue line). The 
internal field enhancement of the largest isolated nanoparticle (red line) is included for comparison, 
corresponding to the red curve in Figure 3.4. The maximum internal field enhancement factors for 
the coupled dimer antennas occurs at a wavelength that is slightly red-shifted compared to dipole 
resonance of the isolated particles, indicative of relatively weak inter-particle interaction. The field 
enhancement factors are slightly larger than observed for the isolated particles in Figure 3.3. Figure 
3.4(b) shows the results for the same particle combinations for a smaller center-to-center spacing 
of d=25 nm. Several notable differences are observed. First, the dimer with a relatively small 
volume ratio of 10 shows a significant red-shift, indicative of increased mutual interaction. This 
effect is not observed for the two dimers with larger volume ratios, which is attributed to the lower 
polarizability of the smaller particles used. Second, the obtained field enhancement factors are 
significantly larger than in Figure 3.4(a), indicating the appearance of significant cascading. For 
the largest two volume ratios (smallest particles), the peak enhancement factors are similar despite 
the very different particle sizes. This is an expected result in the case of weak mutual interaction, 
and corresponds to a coupling regime called ‘multiplicative cascading’ in Ref [107] and Chapter 
2. Figure 3.4(c) shows the corresponding results for a spacing of d=17 nm. The spectrum for a 
volume ratio of 10 could not be included as the small center-to-center spacing would lead to 
overlapping particles. The peak field enhancement of the dimer with volume ratio 100 exhibits a 
significant redshift compared to the isolated particle response, indicative of stronger inter-particle 
interaction at this smaller spacing. The dimer with a volume ratio of 1000 shows only a small peak 
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shift of ~2 nm and a strongly improved field enhancement with a peak value of 270, a factor 9.5 
larger than that for the larger nanoparticle. 
 
Figure 3.4: Internal field enhancement spectra for the smaller nanoparticle in asymmetric silver 
dimer nanoantennas at a center-to-center spacing of (a) 40 nm, (b) 25 nm and (c) 17 nm shown 
for volume ratios Vr of 10, 100 and 1000. The internal field enhancement spectrum of the 
isolated large nanoparticle with fixed dimensions (20 nm, 5 nm, 60 nm) is included for 
comparison. 
 The field enhancement factors observed in Figure 3.4 do not represent the maximum 
achievable values. Based on an analysis similar to that given in section (2.2) of this thesis or Ref 
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[107], it can be shown that the maximum field enhancement, i.e. the ‘ultimate cascading limit’, for 
internal field enhancement of coupled ellipsoidal dimers in the quasi-electrostatic limit occurs at 
the localized plasmon resonance frequency ωLSP and is given by 
�𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝐿𝐿�  = �𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸0 � = 𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿�1+𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2(1−𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎)𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎    (3.4) 
where QLSP = Re[εm(ωLSP)] / Im[εm(ωLSP)]. The ultimate external field enhancement follows from 
|gout,UCL| ~ |1-1/La| × |gin,UCL|. 
Equation (3.4) predicts a maximum internal field enhancement factor of 5.7 × 103, 
significantly larger than the results shown in Figure 3.4(c), and a maximum external field 
enhancement factor of 2.6 × 104. While mathematically and in numerical simulation this result can 
be achieved, it would require a reduction of the smallest nanoparticle width to below the atomic 
radius, making such structures experimentally unfeasible. Nevertheless, the results in Figure 3.4, 
unambiguously demonstrate that a significant degree of cascaded field enhancement can be 
achieved in shape tuned dimer antennas with fixed thickness and large volume ratios. Such 
structures could be fabricated e.g. using electron beam lithography, within the resolution limits of 
the technique. Experimental demonstrations of these effects will need to take into account 
retardation effects including multipolar excitations, surface scattering for small particle sizes, the 
asymmetric environment due to the presence of a substrate, and deviations from the ideal 
ellipsoidal shapes that were considered in the present study. For example, the presence of a high-
index substrate is expected to introduce spectral shifts due to a change in the local dielectric 
environment, and could enable the excitation of multipolar modes not present in the current study 
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due to a modification of the symmetry of the local environment. Depending on the importance of 
these experimental factors on the ultimate field enhancement factors, the presented dimer antenna 
design could become a basic building block in top-down nanofabricated cascaded plasmon 
resonant devices. 
 Summary 
It was demonstrated through numerical simulation that cascaded plasmon resonances can 
be achieved in dimer nanoantennas consisting of near-field coupled ellipsoidal particles with 
identical thickness. The identical thickness for nanoparticles leads to cascaded antenna designs 
that are compatible with common top-down nanofabrication methods such as electron beam 
lithography and nano-imprint lithography. A shape optimization method was presented that may 
be used to design asymmetric dimers consisting of nanoparticles with an identical plasmon 
resonance frequency. The field enhancement was evaluated as a function of the particle volume 
ratio and spacing, and shows the strongest cascaded field enhancement for the largest volume ratio. 
The largest field enhancement factors that can be achieved in the ultimate cascading limit are 
5.7 × 103 for the internal field enhancement factor and 2.6 × 104 for the external field enhancement 
factor.
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4. CASCADED PLASMONIC METAMATERIALS FOR PHASE-
CONTROLLED ENHANCEMENT OF NONLINEAR ABSORPTION AND 
REFRACTION 
 Introduction 
The electric field enhancement in metal-dielectric nanocomposites is expected to lead to a 
dramatic change in the nonlinear optical response of the composite. It has been demonstrated that 
harmonic generation, in particular second and third harmonic generation can be enhanced in such 
nonlinear metamaterials (NLM). In addition, nonlinear optical refraction and absorption is strongly 
modified in these nanocomposites due to the fact that the enhancement of Kerr-type third-order 
nonlinearities scales with the fourth power of the electric field enhancement[52]. While large 
enhancements in nonlinear susceptibility are readily obtained, achieving improved device 
performance is non-trivial due to the fact that the introduction of plasmon resonant elements 
necessarily contributes to the linear absorption. For this reason, application specific figures of 
merit are defined that can take into account any absorption present in the system. This becomes 
especially important in applications that operate in transmission mode, as is the case in absorptive 
optical switching [108-110]. The third-order nonlinear response and corresponding figure of merit 
of several metal dielectric nanocomposites have been investigated as a function of a variety of 
structural parameters [67, 111-118]. 
An area of particular current interest involves the nonlinear optical response of systems 
that exhibit coupled plasmon resonances. The interaction of coupled localized surface plasmons in 
dimers and particle chains as well as their relevant spectral properties and field enhancement 
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factors have been studied extensively[119-129]. As discussed in the preceding chapters, a special 
type of coupled plasmon resonances known as cascaded plasmon resonances, have received 
significant attention due to their ability to provide unusually large field enhancement factors. The 
use of cascaded resonances could potentially lead to NLMs that exhibit a stronger nonlinear optical 
response than can be obtained using isolated plasmonic resonators. However, it is not yet known 
whether the stronger localized field and the modified frequency response can produce an improved 
figure of merit for nonlinear absorption or refraction. 
In this chapter, we investigate the nonlinear absorptive and refractive response of 
metamaterials composed of near-field coupled spherical silver nanoparticles with a binary size 
distribution. An example of the resulting cascaded plasmon resonant nonlinear metamaterial is 
shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Three-dimensional rendering of a cascaded plasmon resonant nonlinear metamaterial, 
containing regularly spaced silver particles with a binary particle size distribution (top panel), 
and a cross-section of one of the simulated cascaded plasmon resonant nonlinear metamaterials 
indicating the relevant size and spacing parameters (lower panel). The structure is excited using 
an x-polarized plane wave propagating in the z-direction. 
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 Theory 
We consider two-dimensional arrays of silver nanoparticles of alternating sizes, resulting 
in a set of nanoparticle chains with relatively small inter-particle spacing within each chain and a 
relatively large spacing between chains, as indicated schematically in Figure 4.1. In order to remain 
well within the quasi-electrostatic limit, small particle sizes (diameter less than 2.5 nm) have been 
assumed. However as discussed in more detail below, the approach is not limited to such small 
sizes, and can be scaled up by at least an order of magnitude with similar results. The center-to-
center spacing between adjacent particles is held constant at 3 nm, while the inter-chain spacing is 
set to 14 nm. The nanoparticles are assumed to be embedded in a host with refractive index of 1.5, 
representative of e.g. glass or common polymeric optical materials. The linear optical properties 
of the silver particles are modeled by a Drude fit to literature data given by εAg = ε∞ - ωp2/(ω2 + iωГ) 
where ε∞ = 5.451, ωp = 1.474 × 1016 rad/s, and Г = 8.354 × 1013 s-1. Similar to the assumptions 
made in the original publication on cascading by Li and et al.[89, 130], this dielectric function 
does not include the effect of surface scattering that occurs at small particle diameters. The 
implications of this choice are discussed in greater detail in the results section. Five geometries 
with different size dissimilarity between adjacent particles are considered, with particle radii 
[R1(nm), R2(nm)] of [1, 1], [0.85, 1.12], [0.7, 1.18], [0.55, 1.22], and [0.4, 1.25], corresponding to 
particle volume ratios (R2/R1)3 of 1, 2.3, 4.8, 11 and 30. At the chosen sample thickness of 10 nm 
these choices lead a fixed metal fill fraction of 1%, facilitating direct comparison of the results.  
Three-dimensional full vectorial electric field distributions were simulated using 
frequency domain finite integration technique simulations [87]. The nanocomposite is 
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illuminated at normal incidence (along the z-axis) using plane wave excitation, polarized along 
the nanoparticle chain direction (x-axis). The obtained frequency dependent electric field 
distributions are subsequently evaluated numerically to yield effective medium properties[67]. 
 Results 
Figure 4.2 shows the calculated linear absorption spectra of the five different 
nanocomposites, obtained through the numerical integration of simulated frequency dependent 
field distributions using the method described in Ref. [67]. For nanoparticle arrays with a single 
particle size (red line), two absorption maxima are observed. The main resonance at 432 nm is due 
to the resonant excitation of a predominantly dipolar plasmon resonance in the individual 
nanoparticles. This resonance occurs red-shifted relative to the predicted resonance wavelength of 
404 nm for similarly sized isolated silver nanoparticles in the same host material as a result of 
near-field coupling between adjacent nanoparticles[104]. The second relatively weak absorption 
feature at a wavelength of 375 nm is due to the excitation of a multipolar plasmon resonance on 
the nanoparticles, as indicated schematically in the inset in Figure 4.2. While this mode is not 
excited significantly in isolated nanoparticles of this size, the inhomogeneous near-field 
contributions originating from neighboring particles facilitate the excitation of higher order modes. 
The introduction of a finite size difference between adjacent particles is seen to lead to two main 
changes in the absorption spectrum. First, the main absorption peak is seen to gradually blue-shift 
due to modified inter-particle coupling. This effect can be understood by considering the limiting 
case in which the volume of the smaller particle is reduced to zero at fixed metal fill fraction, 
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resulting in an array of slightly larger nanoparticles at an increased inter-particle spacing. This 
leads to a weaker nearest-neighbor coupling, and a corresponding reduced red-shift. Additionally, 
the introduction of size differences along the array modifies the array periodicity, leading to the 
appearance of an additional absorption resonance peak around 395 nm. This additional resonance 
is seen to increase in strength as the size difference grows, while its position gradually red-shifts. 
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Figure 4.2: Absorption coefficient for five cascaded plasmon resonant metamaterials with 
nearest-neighbor volume ratios of 1, 2.3, 4.8, 11 and 30. A snapshot of the surface charge 
distribution corresponding to the three main resonance features is indicated schematically. The 
legend shows the corresponding unit cell of the periodic metamaterial. 
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To detect the presence of possible cascaded plasmon resonances, we monitor the frequency 
dependent electric field enhancement factor (Ex/E0) at key points in the structure for three of the 
simulated geometries. Figure 4.3 (a-c) show the magnitude of the electric field enhancement factor 
at the center of the small nanoparticle (solid line) and of the large nanoparticle (dashed line) for 
arrays containing particles with a single particle size, Figure 4.3 (a), as well as arrays containing 
dissimilar particles with a volume ratio of 4.8, Figure 4.3 (b) and 30, Figure 4.3 (c). For the 
structure with a single particle size, the maximum field enhancement is identical in all particles, 
and is found to be a factor 33. Introducing a nearest-neighbor size difference is seen to lead to 
additional field enhancement in the smaller particle across a broad wavelength range. For the 
structure with the largest volume ratio, Figure 4.3 (c) a maximum field enhancement of 97× is 
observed, approximately three times that observed in the structure with identically sized particles. 
This increased enhancement is indicative of a cascaded plasmon resonance, in which the smaller 
nanoparticle is excited predominantly by the enhanced near-field around the larger nanoparticle, 
leading to a multiplicative field enhancement. 
Figure 4.3 (d-f) show the distribution of magnitude of the electric field enhancement Ex/E0 
at the excitation wavelengths marked λS respectively in Figure 4.3 (a-c), shown at a fixed phase in 
the x-y plane through the centers of the particles in the array. For identically sized particles, Figure 
4.3 (d), a moderate field enhancement is observed both inside and outside the particles. Note that 
at this frequency the field inside adjacent particles has the same sign. This field distribution will 
be referred to as the ‘symmetric mode’. As the size difference increases, Figure 4.3 (e-f), the field 
enhancement inside and around the smaller nanoparticles is seen to increase, while the field 
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enhancement in the larger particle is found to be relatively unaffected. These symmetric modes are 
responsible for the main absorption peak observed in Figure 4.2. Interestingly the peak absorption 
coefficient for the symmetric mode (see Figure 4.2) is only weakly dependent on the volume ratio, 
likely due to the fact that the increased internal field in the smaller particle is accompanied by a 
reduced volume over which the enhanced field is present. 
Figure 4.3(g-i) show the spatial distribution of the field enhancement factor for these same 
structures, for excitation at the wavelengths marked λA in Figure 4.3 (a-c). For identically sized 
particles, Figure 4.3 (g), this wavelength is far from the plasmon resonance wavelength, and 
consequently only a small internal field enhancement is observed. As the size difference increases, 
Figure 4.3 (h,i), the field enhancement in and around the smaller nanoparticles is seen to increase. 
In contrast to the results in Figure 4.3 (e-f), the field inside adjacent particles is opposite in sign. 
This mode will be referred to as the ‘antisymmetric mode’. Note that for evenly spaced arrays with 
a single particle size this mode cannot be excited by far-field illumination, in which case it 
represents a dark mode of the system. The introduction of alternating particle sizes introduces a 
periodicity in the array that matches that of the antisymmetric mode, allowing its far-field 
excitation of this mode. The appearance of this previously dark mode resembles effects observed 
in plasmonic electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), which is due to the interaction of 
bright and dark modes in coupled metal resonators[131-133]. Similar coupling effects that render 
dark modes weakly visible lead to the observation of Fano resonances in coupled plasmonic 
structures[134-138]. 
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 Figure 4.3: Magnitude of the electric field enhancement factor inside adjacent nanoparticles for 
a) identical sizes, b) a volume ratio of 4.8, and c) a volume ratio of 30, as well as the 
corresponding field enhancement distributions at a fixed phase for the frequencies labeled λS (d-
f) and at the frequencies labeled λA (g-i). The field enhancement difference ∆ between adjacent 
contour lines is indicated on each contour graph. 
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The cascaded field enhancement observed in Figure 4.3 suggests that these composites will 
exhibit a strongly enhanced nonlinear optical response at specific excitation wavelengths, at least 
for material located near the smaller particle. In this study, the complex nonlinear refractive index 
follows from the third-order nonlinear susceptibility χ(3), as discussed in the introduction, and the 
contribution of the higher order susceptibilities in the nonlinear absorption and refraction is 
neglected. The overall enhancement of the nonlinear refractive and absorptive response of a Kerr-
type composite can be extracted based on calculated linear field distributions and knowledge of 
the nonlinear susceptibilities of the materials in the structure. Under excitation of the structure with 
x-polarized light at a single frequency, the effective third order nonlinear susceptibility of the 
composite χeff(3) at the fundamental frequency can be written as 
𝜒𝜒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
(3) (𝜔𝜔) =  𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(3)(𝜔𝜔)𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(3)(𝜔𝜔) +  (1 − 𝑓𝑓)𝑔𝑔ℎ(3)(𝜔𝜔) 𝜒𝜒ℎ(3)(𝜔𝜔), (4.1) 
where f is the fill fraction of metal, and gin(3) and gh(3) are the complex nonlinear susceptibility 
enhancement factors of the metal and host respectively as derived from the simulated frequency 
dependent linear electric field distribution E�⃗ (ω, r) through the relation  
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where the notations 〈 〉Vjand 〈 〉V indicate spatial averaging over the volume of component j and 
over the total simulation volume respectively. The derivation of this relation and the associated 
integration method used in this Chapter are described in detail in Appendix C. Frequency and 
position arguments have been omitted for simplicity of notation. The complex nature of the 
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enhancement factors manifests itself predominantly around resonances, where local fields occur 
with significant phase delays relative to the incident field. 
Figure 4.4 shows the phase and magnitude of the obtained third order nonlinear 
susceptibility enhancement factor gmetal(3) of the nonlinear response of the nanoparticles. For 
identically sized particles (red curve) a maximum enhancement of 2.0×106 is obtained at the 
wavelength corresponding to the symmetric resonance (λ = 432 nm). Note that the phase of the 
enhancement at this frequency is close to π. This implies that plasmon resonant particles composed 
of a metal with large positive imaginary χin(3) will produce a composite response χeff(3) = f gin(3) 
χin(3) that is large and negative, resulting in the appearance of saturable absorption at the plasmon 
resonance wavelength. 
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Figure 4.4: Phase (a) and magnitude (b) of the internal complex nonlinear susceptibility 
enhancement factor for nearest-neighbor volume ratios of 1, 2.3, 4.8, 11, and 30 for a metal fill 
fraction of 0.01. The legend shows the corresponding unit cell of the periodic metamaterial. 
As the size difference between nearest neighbors increases, the magnitude of the 
enhancement for the symmetric mode gradually increases by a factor 2.4, while the phase at the 
wavelength for maximum enhancement remains approximately π. Additionally, the introduction 
of a finite size difference is seen to lead to a nonlinear susceptibility enhancement at wavelengths 
near the anti-symmetric plasmon resonance. This enhancement is much weaker than that of the 
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symmetric mode, however its magnitude increases rapidly as the size difference is increased. The 
phase of the enhancement factor reaches values close to 3π at the anti-symmetric resonance 
frequency, physically equivalent to the phase response at the symmetric mode wavelength. 
However, at wavelengths in between the symmetric and anti-symmetric resonances, the 
enhancement factor remains high while exhibiting a phase close to ~2π. This represents a new 
enhancement regime that does not occur in the composite with only a single particle size. At these 
wavelengths, plasmon resonant metals with a predominantly imaginary χ(3) response could be used 
to obtain composites with a positive imaginary χeff(3), corresponding to enhanced nonlinear 
absorption. Note that this frequency range also corresponds to a region of low linear absorption 
(see Figure 4.2), suggesting that a simultaneous enhancement of nonlinear absorption and an 
improvement of the useful interaction length can be achieved in a single composite design. 
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Figure 4.5: Phase (a) and magnitude (b) of the external complex nonlinear susceptibility 
enhancement factor for nearest-neighbor volume ratios of 1, 2.3, 4.8, 11, and 30 for a metal fill 
fraction of 0.01. The legend shows the corresponding unit cell of the periodic metamaterial. 
Figure 4.5 shows the phase and magnitude of the obtained third order nonlinear 
susceptibility enhancement factor gh(3) of the nonlinear response of the host material, here assumed 
to have a refractive index of n=1.5. The results show similar trends as the nonlinear response 
enhancement factors of the nanoparticle. The maximum third order nonlinear susceptibility 
enhancement factor for the metal nanoparticles is 35 times larger than that for host material, but it 
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should be noted that according to Equation (4.1) the total nonlinear susceptibility contribution of 
the metal must take into account the fill fraction f which in this case is 0.01. More importantly, the 
third-order susceptibility of metal is often larger than that of common dielectric host materials 
which is in order of 10-20-10-22 m2/V2. Therefore, the nonlinear response of metal-dielectric 
composites will often be dominated by the nonlinear response introduced by the metal inclusions. 
To understand the observations in Figure 4.4, we consider the nonlinear optical absorption 
as the consequence of a perturbed linear response. At high irradiance, the absorption spectrum of 
the composite is expected to undergo small changes due to a nonlinearly induced modification of 
the polarizability of the materials involved. The addition of a small imaginary part to the metal 
dielectric function, which is expected to occur at high irradiance, will lead to a broadening of 
plasmon resonances in the system. To illustrate this effect, Figure 4.6(a) shows the calculated 
absorption spectrum of a structure with volume ratio 30 (solid line), and the absorption spectrum 
of the same structure where the electron scattering rate γAg has artificially been increased by 50% 
(dashed line) to mimic the metal nonlinear response. The resulting change in the dielectric function 
is seen to lead to a broadening of the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes as well as a change in 
the peak absorption values.  This effect indeed causes a rise in the absorption coefficient in the 
area between the two resonance peaks, corresponding to the previously predicted composite 
nonlinear absorption. 
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Figure 4.6: a) Absorption coefficient of a cascaded plasmonic metamaterial with a volume ratio 
of 30 calculated using a Drude fit to the literature data for the silver dielectric function (solid 
line), and of the same structure with the electron scattering rate γAg artificially increased by 50% 
(dashed line), and b) the difference between the curves in a) indicating reduced absorption at the 
resonance peaks, and increased absorption at frequencies between the resonances. 
The performance of nonlinear optical refractive or absorptive materials is typically 
evaluated in terms of a figure of merit (FOM), often defined as |χ(3)|/α, or in the specific case of 
nonlinear absorption as β/α, where β is the nonlinear absorption coefficient. Due to the complex 
nature of both χ(3) and the third order susceptibility enhancement factors g(3), it is non-trivial to 
assign a generally applicable figure of merit. Here we define a complex enhancement FOM given 
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by g(3)/α, which represents the ability of a given cascaded plasmon resonant metamaterial to 
enhance the nonlinear optical response.  Figure 4.7 shows the obtained complex enhancement 
FOM for the array with a single particle size, and for the array with a nearest-neighbor volume 
ratio of 30, displayed on the same relative scale. The symbols correspond to simulated data points, 
while the solid lines provide a guide to the eye. For the structure containing particles with a single 
size (red curve), the largest enhancement FOM occurs at a complex phase of π corresponding to a 
predominantly real negative enhancement factor. This occurs at the main dipolar plasmon 
resonance wavelength of the structure, marked λS in Figure 4.3 (a). The cascaded structure with a 
volume ratio of 30 (blue curve) however shows a completely different range of complex 
enhancement FOM values. First, at any complex phase the cascaded structure can provide an 
improved enhancement FOM. Second, a completely real and positive enhancement FOM is 
obtained in the cascaded structure, occurring at frequencies between the symmetric and anti-
symmetric modes. This shows that despite the relatively low field enhancement at wavelengths 
between λA and λS, the corresponding moderate linear absorption at these intermediate 
wavelengths enables a figure of merit that dramatically exceeds that of the non-cascaded 
composite. 
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Figure 4.7: Complex enhancement figure of merit of the third order nonlinear optical response of 
a plasmonic metamaterial containing silver nanoparticles with a single size (radius 1 nm), and of 
a cascaded plasmonic metamaterial with a nearest-neighbor volume ratio of 30. The legend 
shows the corresponding unit cell of the periodic metamaterial. The labels λA and λS correspond 
to the anti-symmetric and symmetric mode respectively. 
To illustrate the effect of the complex enhancement factors that can be achieved in cascaded 
plasmon resonant structures, Figure 4.8 shows a specific example evaluating the FOM for 
nonlinear absorption, given by β/α with β the nonlinear absorption coefficient. We assume that 
the metal χ(3) response is well described by a Kerr-type response with a predominantly positive 
imaginary response given by Im(χ(3)) = 10-16 m2/V2. For the array with a single particle size, this 
is seen to lead to a small positive FOM for nonlinear absorption at frequencies above and below 
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the plasmon resonance, while a large and negative figure of merit is found at the plasmon 
resonance frequency, indicative of saturable absorption rather than enhanced nonlinear absorption. 
This behavior can be understood in terms of a nonlinearly induced broadening of the plasmon 
resonance, using a similar analysis to that shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.8: Calculated figure of merit for nonlinear absorption assuming Im(χ(3))  = 10-16 m2/V2 
for cascaded plasmon resonant metamaterials with different nearest neighbor particle volume 
ratios of 1, 2.3, 4.8, 11, and 30. The corresponding unit cell of the period structures is indicated 
schematically. An improvement of the figure of merit for nonlinear absorption by a factor 20 is 
observed as the nearest-neighbor volume ratio is increased from 1 to 30. 
As the particle size difference within the array increases, both the anti-symmetric and 
symmetric modes produce an increasingly strong negative FOM. However at wavelengths between 
the two resonances, a rapidly increasing positive figure of merit develops, ultimately reaching a 
value that is a factor 20 larger than the maximum value observed using a single particle size. It 
should be pointed out that depending on the excitation pulse length and frequency, χin(3) itself can 
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take on various complex phases and magnitudes, and as such Figure 4.8 should be taken primarily 
as a demonstration of the practical implications of the complex nature of the enhancement factors. 
Nevertheless, effects such as those in Figure 4.8 are predicted to be observable in frequency 
dependent nonlinear optical measurements on cascaded plasmon resonant structures. 
It is important to stress that the results shown above were obtained in the quasi-electrostatic 
limit in the absence of surface scattering. At the small particle sizes simulated here, surface 
scattering would significantly alter the surface plasmon damping, leading to reduced field 
enhancement factors and lower figures of merit for nonlinear refraction and absorption, albeit over 
a larger frequency bandwidth. For this reason any experimental implementation of the discussed 
approach would require larger particle sizes and likely larger inter-particle spacing. Similar 
calculations in which all dimensions are scaled up by a factor 10 (not shown) yield very similar 
results both in linear and nonlinear optical response while remaining in the effective medium limit 
(no diffractive effects present in the frequency region of interest). These results strongly suggest 
that the predicted response can be obtained using experimentally viable particle sizes with reduced 
surface scattering effects. 
Finally, while these effects were calculated assuming pure Kerr-type nonlinearities, the 
fundamental physical interactions that produce the effects discussed here are related to the 
presence of coupled nonlinear resonators. Consequently, similar enhancement effects are expected 
to appear in systems that exhibit non-Kerr type third order optical nonlinearities, including thermal 
nonlinearities. 
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 Summary 
The use of cascaded plasmon resonances for the enhancement of nonlinear optical 
refraction and absorption was found to lead to complex enhancement factors and a complex 
enhancement figures of merit that strongly depend on the nearest-neighbor volume ratio. By 
varying the size difference between adjacent particles the plasmon resonant metamaterial is 
gradually adjusted from the non-cascaded to the cascaded regime. Cascaded plasmon resonances 
were found to increase the attainable nonlinear susceptibility enhancement factors and figure of 
merit for nonlinear absorption using metals with a positive imaginary third order nonlinear optical 
susceptibility. The complex enhancement factors in the cascaded systems are found to be a large 
positive enhancement factor, despite, the imaginary or negative nature of that in the arrays 
containing a single particle size. This type of phase-optimized design of the nonlinear optical 
response enhancement in cascaded plasmon resonant metamaterials could lead to the development 
of new optical switching materials with a performance that dramatically exceeds that of their non-
cascaded counterparts.  
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5. PHOTOTHERMAL RESPONSE ENHANCEMENT IN 
HETEROGENEOUS PLASMON RESONANT NANOPARTICLE 
TRIMERS 
 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapters 2-4, large field enhancement factors can be achieved in cascaded 
nanoparticle structures with large polarizability differences. In nanosphere dimers, this leads to the 
requirement of large volume ratios, leading to the necessity of using very small particles that 
exhibit large damping due to surface scattering, or using large particles in which the field 
enhancement is reduced due to retardation effects. This makes the practical achievement of 
cascaded field enhancement difficult. In this Chapter, we investigate the combination of near-field 
induced resonance shifts and composition dependent plasmon resonance energies to provide an 
alternate method for achieving large polarizability differences. In particular, we analytically and 
numerically investigate the optical response of heterogeneous plasmonic trimer structures 
composed of a silver nanoparticle dimer and a central gold nanoparticle. The plasmon resonance 
of the silver dimer is controlled through near-field coupling, allowing for a frequency overlap of 
the silver and gold plasmon resonances. The resulting increased field enhancement in this multi-
material trimer structure makes it possible to increase the energy dissipation per unit volume by 
over two orders of magnitude compared to a single-particle plasmon resonant system. Furthermore 
it is predicted that pulsed illumination of a trimer consisting of two 80 nm diameter silver particles 
and a 10 nm diameter central gold particle can raise the gold particle temperature by 100 K using 
as little as 20 nJ/mm2 at a wavelength of 530 nm. This finding may have practical applications in 
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photothermal therapy, fast thermal nonlinear optical modulation, and could enable new thermal 
studies at picosecond time scales. 
Heat generation in metallic nanoparticles under optical illumination has recently attracted 
enormous interest, having found applications in photothermal therapy[35, 36, 40-42], drug 
delivery[37-39],, photothermal imaging [30-32], optoacoustic imaging[33, 34], bubble formation 
for nanosurgery [74-78] and purifying liquids[79, 80], material growth [81], nano-welding [43, 
44], heat-assisted magnetic recording[82] and photothermally controlled fluidics[83, 84]. In 
metallic nanoparticles, plasmon resonances lead to enhanced optical absorption, followed by 
heating of the free electron gas through electron-electron scattering on a time scale of ~100 fs[96]. 
The increased electron temperature leads to a non-equilibrium electron energy distribution 
function, an effect known as Fermi smearing, resulting in an ultrafast nonlinear optical 
response[55, 97-99]. Subsequently the electron gas exchanges energy with the metal lattice 
through electron-phonon scattering on a time scale of 2-3 picoseconds[100] bringing the electronic 
and vibrational temperature in equilibrium. If the metal nanoparticle is embedded in a medium 
with moderate thermal conductivity, this is followed by heat transfer to the surrounding medium 
on a ~100 ps time scale. This is a notably short time for a thermal effect, which is the result of the 
highly confined heat generation and the large surface-to-volume ratio of typical nanometric 
plasmonic structures. The combination of plasmon enhanced optical absorption and rapid heat 
dissipation make metallic nanostructures a candidate for observing fast thermal optical 
nonlinearities at relatively low irradiance.  
Given the broad applicability of the plasmonic photothermal effect, it is of interest to find 
ways of maximizing the attainable temperature change for a given optical irradiance. In the present 
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manuscript we achieve this by using a compositionally heterogeneous trimer structure consisting 
of a relatively high-volume plasmon resonant dimer with a small-volume plasmon resonant 
monomer. The optical properties of compositionally heterogeneous plasmonic structures have 
been previously investigated theoretically [139, 140], however these studies did not achieve 
strongly coupled resonances due to a significant resonance mismatch between the different 
nanospheres. Related experimental studies in the context of gas sensing [141, 142] and signal 
routing [143, 144] demonstrated the benefit of combining different materials into coupled systems, 
but did not achieve large field enhancement factors due to either the presence of a resonance 
frequency mismatch of the plasmonic elements or the introduction of large damping by one of the 
materials used (Pd). In contrast to these studies, we demonstrate that a plasmonic trimer composed 
of a silver dimer and a gold monomer can exhibit strong resonant interactions between the different 
materials, enabling the achievement of large field enhancement and the generation of a temperature 
change that exceeds that of isolated gold nanoparticles by over two orders of magnitude. The 
presented approach uses elements of the ‘plasmonic nanolens’ introduced by Li et al. [89], which 
relied on coupled resonances between nanospheres with identical composition in order to achieve 
large field enhancement factors. In the present study we show that judiciously chosen near-field 
induced resonance shifts can be used to achieve cascaded plasmon resonances in compositionally 
heterogeneous nanosphere structures, something which could not be achieved with the geometry 
introduced by Li et al. The physical principle that makes this possible is illustrated in a point-
dipole coupling model, and confirmed by numerical simulations of an experimentally realistic 
nanoparticle trimer. This general approach presented here can be extended to a broad range of 
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nanoparticle sizes and compositions, and offers new opportunities for optimizing plasmon 
enhanced phenomena. 
 Theory 
To optimize the photothermal response in plasmonic nanostructures we monitor the ratio 
of the absorption cross-section σabs to the nanoparticle volume. This choice can be understood by 
considering the temperature change achieved after short-pulse irradiation, as described briefly in 
the following. In metallic nanoparticles under pulsed illumination the deposited optical energy 
Eabs(J) causes plasmon mediated heating in the nanoparticle. In the absence of significant heat 
exchange with the environment, i.e. for short times after the pulse, the resulting particle 
temperature increase is given by  Δ𝑇𝑇(𝐾𝐾) =  𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎/ (𝜌𝜌𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁)  with ρNP(kg⋅m-3) the density of 
the particle, VNP(m3) the particle volume and cNP(J.kg-1.K-1) the specific heat capacity of the 
particle, assuming that the specific heat is approximately temperature independent. The absorbed 
energy is Eabs =  σabs ϕ with σabs(m2) the optical absorption cross-section and ϕ(J.m-2) the optical 
fluence of the pulse. For a given pulse energy the resulting initial temperature rise ∆T of a 
nanoparticle, 
Δ𝑇𝑇 = 1
𝜌𝜌𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿
𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿
 𝜙𝜙 (5.1) 
depends only on material properties and the ratio of the absorption cross-section to the nanoparticle 
volume. The cross-section to volume ratio can be interpreted as a relative absorption coefficient, 
equivalent to the particle-related absorption coefficient α = σabs NNP divided by the volume fill 
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fraction f = NNP VNP of a suspension containing NNP particles per unit volume.  For spherical 
metallic nanoparticles in the quasi-electrostatic limit the relative absorption coefficient becomes 
size-independent and peaks at the localized plasmon resonance frequency ωLSP with a magnitude 
given by 
�
𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿
�
𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
= 9 𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
𝑎𝑎
 𝑖𝑖ℎ3
𝜀𝜀𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿
′′  (5.2) 
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, nh is the refractive index of the host and 𝜀𝜀𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁′′  is the 
imaginary part of the dielectric function of the metal particle at ωLSP.  For gold nanoparticles in an 
aqueous host the peak relative absorption coefficient is ~0.083 nm-1 at a wavelength of 515 nm, 
leading to a ∆T/ϕ  = 33 K / (µJ/mm2).  To achieve maximum nanoparticle heating for a given pulse 
energy this relative absorption must be optimized. Here we use the strong optical field in the gap 
of a dimer composed of a high-plasma-frequency metal to drive the plasmon resonance of a smaller 
nanoparticle composed of a material with a lower plasma frequency. 
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 Figure 5.1: a) Schematic of a heterogeneous Ag-Au-Ag trimer, and energy diagrams showing b) 
the dipolar plasmon mode of an isolated silver nanoparticle, c) the bonding (green) and anti-
bonding (black)  resonance modes of a silver dimer, d) the bonding (red) and anti-bonding (blue) 
modes of an Ag-Au-Ag nanosphere trimer and e) the dipolar plasmon resonance mode of an 
isolated gold nanoparticle. 
Figure 5.1(a) shows an illustration of the type of heterogeneous trimer structure under 
investigation. The trimer is bimetallic, and consists of a gold nanoparticle located between two 
silver nanoparticles. This system supports various coupled plasmon resonances which can be 
understood in terms of hybridization of modes of the separate elements in the structure, as 
schematically shown in Figures 5.1 (b-e). Figure 5.1 (b) and Figure 5.1 (e) show energy level 
diagrams corresponding to the dipolar plasmon resonance energies of isolated silver and gold 
nanospheres in water (n=1.33) which lie at 3.25 eV and 2.42 eV, respectively. Due to the large 
mismatch between these energies, Au and Ag nanoparticles are not expected to show strong 
plasmonic interaction. Figure 5.1 (c) shows the energies of coupled dipolar plasmon resonances 
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on a silver nanosphere dimer for modes polarized along the dimer axis. Near-field interactions 
between the closely spaced silver nanoparticles induce polarization dependent mode splitting, 
resulting in the development of a low-energy bonding mode where electrons in both particles 
oscillate in-phase, and a high-energy anti-bonding  mode where the electrons in each particle 
oscillate in anti-phase[124]. For sufficiently strong inter-particle interaction (small spacing), the 
energy of the bonding silver dimer mode may approach the resonance energy of an isolated gold 
nanoparticle, as indicated schematically by the green horizontal line in Figure 5.1 (c). This type of 
near-field induced resonance shift of the silver dimer provides a method for achieving strong 
coupling between plasmon resonances in heterogeneous particle systems. Figure 5.1 (d) shows two 
anticipated coupled resonances when a trimer is composed of a gold nanosphere and the silver 
dimer from Figure 5.1 (c). Coupling between the bonding mode of the silver dimer and the dipolar 
resonance of the gold monomer is expected to lead to the development of hybridized modes, 
exhibiting a low-energy bonding mode where the dipole moment of all particles oscillates 
approximately in phase, and a higher energy anti-bonding mode where the Au dipole moment and 
Ag dipole moment oscillate in anti-phase, as indicated schematically by the arrows in Figure 5.1 
(d). This coupling of a high-polarizability resonator to a low polarizability resonator is expected 
to produce large field enhancement factors and consequently large concentration of energy 
dissipation. 
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 Point Dipole Model 
To investigate the evolution of hybridized plasmon modes as a function of particle 
polarizability in heterogeneous trimer structures we first consider an analytical point dipole-dipole 
interaction model. Each particle in the trimer is modeled as a point dipole with polarizability 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 =3𝜀𝜀0𝜀𝜀ℎ 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖(𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 − 𝜀𝜀ℎ)/(𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 + 2𝜀𝜀ℎ) where Vi is the volume of nanoparticle i, and 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 and 𝜀𝜀ℎ are the 
dielectric function of particle i and the host, respectively. The dipole moment of particle i at 
location ri is given by pi= αi Eloc(ri ), where Eloc(ri) = Einc(ri) - Σ Aij pj represents the local field 
experienced by particle i due to the incident electric field Einc(ri) and neighboring dipoles j with 
Aij the dipole-dipole interaction matrix between dipoles i and j. Here we consider a 
centrosymmetric linear trimer structure consisting of two identical outer particles 1 and 3 and a 
central particle 2, excited by light incident normal to the trimer axis and polarized along the trimer 
axis. Under these conditions we have α1 = α3 and p1 = p3, and scalar matrix elements Aij given by 
𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2𝜋𝜋𝜀𝜀0𝜀𝜀ℎ  � 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2 −  1𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖3  � (5.3) 
where dij is the center-to-center separation between particles i and j, and k is the wavevector in the 
host medium. Solving for the dipole moment of the central particle (i=2) leads to 
𝑝𝑝2 =  𝛼𝛼2 1+ 𝛼𝛼1 𝐴𝐴13−2 𝛼𝛼1𝐴𝐴12 1+𝛼𝛼1 𝐴𝐴13− 2𝛼𝛼1𝛼𝛼2 𝐴𝐴122  𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 . (5.4) 
The obtained dipole moment can be converted to a predicted internal field enhancement of 
particle 2 using its known field enhancement factor gin,2 = Ein,2/Eloc(r2) = 3εh/(ε2 + 2εh)  with Ein,2 
the internal field in particle 2, resulting in  
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Ein,2
Einc
=  1+ 𝛼𝛼1 𝐴𝐴13−2 𝛼𝛼1𝐴𝐴12 
1+𝛼𝛼1 𝐴𝐴13− 2𝛼𝛼1𝛼𝛼2 𝐴𝐴122  𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,2 . (5.5) 
This equation is used to investigate mode hybridization and field enhancement factors in 
model trimers consisting of outer particles described by a Drude dielectric response with a high 
plasma frequency ωpA = 9×1015 rad/s and a low electron scattering rate γA = 1×1014 s-1 and a central 
particle with a lower plasma frequency ωpB = 8×1015 rad/s with a high electron scattering rate of 
γB = 5×1014 s-1, embedded in an aqueous host with dielectric constant εh = 1.77. Figure 5.2 follows 
the same color coding as Figure 5.1, and shows the evolution of the obtained plasmon resonance 
energies of the symmetric bonding mode (all dipoles in-phase, red line) and the anti-bonding mode 
(central dipole in anti-phase with outer particles, blue line) in heterogeneous trimers where the 
diameter of the outer particles is set to 80 nm, the diameter of the central particle D2 is varied from 
0 to 80 nm, while the edge-to-edge spacing is held fixed at 5 nm. For comparison, the bonding 
resonance of the equivalent isolated dimers is included (green dotted line, top axis), as well as 
those of isolated outer and central particles (black and gold dashed horizontal lines respectively). 
The presence of a large central particle in the trimer is seen to lead to large mode splitting between 
the bonding and anti-bonding modes, approximately centered around the resonance energy of the 
isolated central particle (gold dashed line). This is the result of the strong interaction of the central 
particle with each outer particle, and the relatively weak interaction between the outer particles at 
the relatively large separation between particles 1 and 3 (d13, top axis). As the diameter of the 
central particle is reduced, the influence of the central particle on the trimer resonances diminishes, 
causing the mode splitting to reduce while the central resonance moves closer to that of the isolated 
dimer. Note that for a central particle diameter of 3.45 nm, the small physical separation between 
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outer particles causes the dimer resonance to match that of an isolated central particle (level 
alignment as in Figure 5.1 (c)), while at the same time the small polarizability of the central particle 
leads to relatively small mode splitting. This condition leads to large field enhancement, as shown 
below. 
 
Figure 5.2: Plasmon resonance energies of a heterogeneous nanoparticle trimer composed of a 
high plasma frequency dimer and a low plasma frequency central particle, as well as the 
resonance energies of isolated outer (black dashed line) and central nanoparticles (gold line), and 
of the bonding mode of an isolated dimer (green dotted line). 
Figure 5.3 shows the magnitude of the internal electric field enhancement factor in the 
central particle for the same parameters as used in Figure 5.2. At large volume of the central 
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particle, only moderate field enhancement values of the order of 10 are observed for both the 
bonding and the anti-bonding modes. As the volume of the central particle is reduced, the mode 
splitting decreases and the field enhancement rises dramatically. This can be understood by noting 
that for small central particle size, the dimer resonance matches the resonance of the central 
particle, while the high damping rate of the central particle has relatively little effect on the dimer 
resonance due to its small volume. Under these conditions the dimer acts as an excitation source 
for the smaller central particle, which in turn produces its own field enhancement. This effect is 
analogous to the ‘plasmonic nanolens’[89], but extended to nanospheres with varying composition. 
Note that the bonding and anti-bonding modes cannot be distinguished for small central 
nanoparticle sizes due to the small mode splitting compared to their resonance linewidths. 
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Figure 5.3: Internal field enhancement spectra of the central nanoparticle in heterogeneous 
nanoparticle trimers composed of a low-loss, high plasma frequency dimer, and a high loss, low 
plasma frequency central nanoparticle as a function of central particle diameter D2. 
 Results 
To evaluate the feasibility of optimizing field enhancement and the photothermal response 
in realistic heterogeneous trimer structures we simulated the electric field distribution in 
Ag-Au-Ag trimers using the three-dimensional frequency domain finite integration technique[87]. 
This method takes into account radiative losses and allows for multipolar plasmons, aspects that 
are not included in the point-dipole model discussed above. A Drude fit to literature data was used 
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for the dielectric function of silver[145], while a polynomial fit to literature data for gold[103] was 
used to avoid simulation artifacts related to the relatively large noise in the experimental values 
for the imaginary part of εAu. The silver nanoparticle diameter and edge to edge spacing were held 
at 80 nm and 5 nm, while the gold nanoparticle diameter was varied between 5 nm and 80 nm. 
Note that these sizes and inter-particle spacings are experimentally achievable. The trimer is 
oriented along the x-axis and excited using an x-polarized plane wave with field amplitude E0 and 
a wavevector normal to the dimer axis. Figure 5.4(a) shows the simulated internal field 
enhancement factor at the center of an 80 nm gold nanoparticle (solid line) in the trimer structure. 
The dashed line shows the field enhancement factor at the center of the gap of the corresponding 
isolated silver dimer, and the dotted line shows the internal field enhancement of the isolated gold 
nanoparticle. The dimer resonance and the gold particle resonance occur at different frequencies, 
leading to weak internal field enhancement in the central particle of the trimer. Figure 5.4(b) shows 
the corresponding results when the gold particle diameter is reduced to 40 nm. The field 
enhancement factor of the 40 nm diameter gold particle in the trimer structure is seen to increase 
significantly, which is attributed to an increased field strength from the dimer and a slight redshift 
of the dimer resonance toward the gold nanoparticle resonance. Figure 5.4(c) shows the results for 
a trimer containing a gold nanoparticle with a diameter of 10 nm. In this configuration the field 
enhancement at the center of the isolated dimer reaches a factor 11, and its resonance frequency 
closely matches that of an isolated 10 nm diameter gold nanoparticle. The internal field 
enhancement factor of the central particle in the trimer reaches 24, close to the product of the field 
enhancement from the isolated dimer and the internal field enhancement of the isolated monomer 
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of 11.9 × 1.9 = 22.6. In our prior work on single-composition dimers[107], we labeled this regime 
‘multiplicative cascading’, referring to the fact that the field enhancement is well-described by the 
product of the enhancement factors provided by the individual elements of the structure. 
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Figure 5.4: Electric field enhancement factor inside the gold nanoparticle in three Ag-Au-Ag 
trimer structures with a silver particle diameter of 80 nm and gold nanoparticle diameters of (a) 
80 nm, (b) 40 nm, (c), and (c) 10 nm (solid lines), as well as the electric field enhancement factor 
in the gap of the corresponding silver dimers with the gold nanoparticle removed (dashed lines), 
and the electric field enhancement factor inside the corresponding gold monomers (dotted lines). 
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Based on the numerically simulated electric field distributions, the material-specific 
relative absorption coefficient σi/Vi can be extracted, where σi represents the ratio of the power 
dissipated in particle i to the incident irradiance on the trimer, leading to 
𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖
𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
= 𝜔𝜔 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖′′ 
𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑎𝑎
 ∫ 𝑬𝑬∗(𝒓𝒓)⋅𝑬𝑬(𝒓𝒓)
𝐸𝐸0
2  𝑎𝑎𝒓𝒓 .𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖  (5.6) 
Figure 5.5 shows the thus obtained gold-related relative absorption for heterogeneous 
trimer structures with three different gold nanosphere sizes (solid lines), the corresponding result 
for the isolated gold nanoparticles at these sizes (dotted lines) as well as the silver-related relative 
absorption of isolated silver trimers at the same inter-particle spacings (dashed lines). The relative 
Au-related absorption of the trimer with an 80 nm diameter central particle (red solid line) shows 
a peak at 495 nm and a shoulder at ~675 nm, indicative of the previously discussed anti-bonding 
and bonding modes. The highest relative absorption of this structure is ~0.08 compared to 0.07 of 
the isolated gold particle. As the gold diameter in the trimer is reduced to 40 nm, the relative 
absorption is seen to increase by as much as an order of magnitude with a peak value of 0.65. Note 
that the corresponding results for the isolated gold particle increase by only a factor 1.4 for the 
same size reduction. The relative absorption spectrum of the trimer shows a peak at long 
wavelength and a shoulder at short wavelength. Two representative field snapshots corresponding 
to wavelengths λc = 570 nm and λd = 510 nm are shown in Figure 5.5 (c) and Figure 5.5 (d) 
respectively. At low frequency (λc) the field inside the silver particles and the gold particle are 
both seen to be positive, indicative of a bonding mode. At high frequency (λd) on the other hand, 
the field in the silver particles can be seen to be positive (green to yellow color), while the field 
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electric field inside the gold nanoparticle is negative (blue color), indicative of an anti-bonding 
mode.  As the gold particle diameter is further reduced to 10 nm, the maximum relative absorption 
increases by another order of magnitude (blue solid line) with a maximum value of 12.7 at a 
wavelength of λb=530 nm. A snapshot of the corresponding electric field distribution at λb is shown 
in Figure 5.5 (b).  Large electric field strength is observed inside the gold nanoparticle, resulting 
in the desired larger energy dissipation per unit volume. The response of the corresponding isolated 
gold particle remains unaltered for this size reduction. Continued size reduction (not shown) of the 
gold particle diameter DAu while maintaining the chosen fixed edge-to-edge spacing of 5 nm leads 
to a gradual convergence to the limiting case of (𝜎𝜎/𝑉𝑉)𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = (𝜔𝜔 𝜀𝜀𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴′′ /𝑎𝑎ℎ𝑐𝑐) �𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔(𝜔𝜔) × 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝜔𝜔)�2 
where gin,Au is the theoretical internal field enhancement factor for a gold nanosphere in the quasi 
electrostatic limit, and  ggap represents the simulated field enhancement at the gap center of an 
isolated silver dimer with a 10 nm gap at this frequency. This limiting case is shown as the gray 
dashed line in Figure 5.5 (a).  In this limit, the relative absorption of Au nanoparticles in the trimer 
structure exceeds that of isolated Au particles of the same size by a factor 470. Comparing these 
results with the previously calculated thermal sensitivity of  ∆T/ϕ  = 33 K / (µJ/mm2) for isolated 
Au nanoparticles, the results in Fig. 5 indicate that a pulse fluence as small as 20 nJ/mm2 at 530 nm 
could produce a temperature change of 100 K in these trimer structures. 
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 Figure 5.5: a) Gold-related relative absorption coefficient (solid lines) for nanoparticle trimers 
consisting of 80 nm diameter outer silver nanoparticles and a central gold nanoparticle with a 
diameter of 80 nm (red line), 40 nm (green line) and 10 nm (blue line) respectively, as well as 
the corresponding results for isolated gold particles with these same dimensions (dotted lines), 
and the silver-related relative absorption for the corresponding isolated silver dimers.  The 
dashed gray line represents the analytically predicted limiting case for DAu→ 0. b) Snapshot of 
the electric field distribution Ex corresponding to the case labeled λb in a) and the corresponding 
snapshots for (c) the bonding mode labeled λc and (d) the anti-bonding mode labeled λd. 
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The results presented above demonstrate that the relative absorption coefficient of gold 
nanoparticles can be enhanced by orders of magnitude using coupled resonances in heterogeneous 
or ‘multi-material’ few-particle structures. This optimized energy absorption in the gold 
nanoparticle in turn enables the achievement of rapid electron and lattice temperature changes, 
which is expected to lead to significantly enhanced thermal nonlinear optical response of the gold 
nanoparticle. In addition, the small size of the gold particles and the highly concentrated heat 
deposition in an otherwise non-absorbing host is anticipated to lead to rapid cooling after pulsed 
illumination, suggesting that any observed optical nonlinearities in such structures could occur on 
significantly faster time scale than commonly observed in thermal nonlinearities. The assumed 
particle shapes in the proposed structure are spherical, close to the thermodynamic equilibrium 
shape of the particles, suggesting that these structures could withstand relatively high temperatures 
without significant structural degradation. It should also be noted that the particle sizes simulated 
here are outside the regime where nonlocal and quantum effects start playing a significant role, 
perhaps with the exception of electronic surface scattering which is expected to introduce notable 
damping for Au nanoparticle diameters smaller than x nm. The latter effect was not included in 
the model simulations. The assumed gap size of 5 nm may be experimentally achieved using 
surface-charge based binding, or possibly using short organic linker molecules, potentially 
enabling solution processing of large quantities these photothermal plasmonic oligomers. The 
proposed structure may be used for the generation of nanoscale plasma, nanoscale bubbles, thermal 
radiation, the controlled initiation of high-temperature chemical reactions in an otherwise low-
temperature host, or even the realization of unusual thermally quenched material phases as a result 
of the expected rapid cooling of these highly concentrated heat sources and their environment. The 
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proposed approach is not limited to gold and silver, and may be extended to more complex 
plasmonic oligomers. 
 Summary 
In summary, we have presented a heterogeneous plasmonic trimer structure in which 
careful optimization of inter-particle spacing enables the overlapping of plasmon resonances 
associated with the different materials in the trimer. The general principle was demonstrated in a 
point dipole model, and the effect was evaluated using numerical simulation of structures with 
realistic and experimentally achievable dimensions. The proposed structure enables significantly 
increased field enhancement factors and consequently efficient and localized heat generation. The 
relative absorption coefficient of a gold nanoparticle in a heterogeneous Ag-Au-Ag trimer was 
found to exceed that of isolated gold nanoparticles by two orders of magnitude. The structure 
potentially allows heterogeneous plasmonic trimers to be used in photothermal applications at 
significantly reduced laser irradiance, and may enable the investigation of thermal effects and 
thermally assisted chemical effects on ultrashort time scales.  
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6. PHOTOTHERMAL NONLINEAR RESPONSE ENHANCEMENT IN 
HETEROGENEOUS PLASMONIC TRIMERS 
 Introduction 
Nanoscale heat generation in metallic nanoparticle clusters under optical irradiation has 
received enormous attention due to the ability of plasmonic nanostructures to introduce large and 
extremely localized thermal gradients in a wide variety of host materials. Pulsed laser excitation 
of metallic nanoparticles produces an abrupt temperature rise inside the metallic nanoparticle and 
its immediate environment. This temperature rise introduces several photothermal and 
optoacoustic phenomena which can be used in bubble formation [74, 75, 146, 147], selective cell 
targeting [40, 148], optoacoustic imaging [34], nano-welding [43, 44] and photo-thermal 
modulation [149, 150]. Temperature changes inside the nanoparticles modify the electronic and 
physical structure of the metallic nanoparticles which in turn changes the dielectric function of the 
nanoparticles. The modification of the dielectric function due to the optical absorption and the 
associated temperature changes, known as the thermo-optic effect, leads to a modification in the 
often large optical absorption or scattering of plasmonic nanostructures. The small size of 
plasmonic structures and the localized nature of the heating on the other hand enables rapid 
changes in temperature. These two factors together make plasmonic structures and composites a 
promising tool in fast thermo-optical applications such as optical modulation, nanoscale bubble 
generation and thermally assisted chemical reactions. 
In recent years, researchers have studied several ways of enhancing heat generation in 
plasmonic nanostructures. For example, Baffou and his co-workers found that the shape of isolated 
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gold nanoparticles affects the efficiency of heat generation [151]. In other studies it was also shown 
that patterned nanoholes in metal films can efficiently enhance the heat generation due to the larger 
interface of the metal with the environment [152]. Govorov et al. showed that the amplified field 
in the gap of a gold dimer can lead to three times larger heat generation in the smaller gold 
nanoparticle in the gap compared to that of the isolated one [153]. In addition to enhancement of 
the magnitude of the heat generation, spatial manipulation of heat generation was achieved by 
varying the illumination wavelength and angle of incidence in gold dimers [154], and by 
leveraging Fano-type resonances in complex nanostructures [155]. 
In Chapter 5 we demonstrated that heterogeneous plasmonic trimer structures composed 
of a gold nanoparticle between two silver nanoparticles can produce a heat dissipation densities 
that exceed that of isolated gold nanoparticles by two orders of magnitude. In this Chapter, we 
numerically investigate the thermal nonlinear optical response of such plasmonic nanostructures 
using combined full-field three-dimensional electromagnetic and transient thermal calculations. In 
particular, it is shown that in addition to the strength of the field enhancement and the magnitude 
of the heat dissipation, the specific location where heat is generated has a major impact on the 
attainable temperature changes, the heating and cooling rates, and the magnitude of the thermo-
optic response. Our results demonstrate that the thermo-optic response of properly designed 
heterogeneous trimers under pulsed illumination is 44 times larger than that of isolated gold 
nanoparticles. The thermal relaxation time of these trimer structures is less than a nanosecond, 
suggesting that 1 GHz optical modulation rates can be achieved based on the thermal nonlinear 
optical response of plasmonic heterogeneous trimers. 
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 Results 
To evaluate the thermo-optic response of plasmonic nonlinear absorbers, we used a 
combination of three-dimensional frequency domain finite integration simulations [156] and time 
domain finite integration simulations [157]. We first consider three representative nanostructures: 
an isolated 10 nm diameter gold nanosphere, a dimer composed of two 80 nm diameter silver 
nanospheres, and a heterogeneous trimer structure composed of a 10 nm diameter gold nanosphere 
located between two 80 nm diameter silver nanospheres, all assumed to be embedded in water 
(n=1.33). The edge-to-edge spacing between adjacent nanoparticles is set to 5 nm. Linearly 
interpolated literature data was used for the dielectric function of silver [158], while a polynomial 
fit to literature data was used for gold [103].  
The total energy deposition in a nanoparticle is linearly related to its optical absorption 
cross-section. To calculate the absorption cross-section of a given particle i, we first calculate the 
absorbed power Pi in particle i given by 
 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖(𝝎𝝎) =   ∫ 𝑄𝑄(𝒓𝒓,𝝎𝝎) 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑3𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 , (6.1) 
where r is the position, ω is the angular frequency and Q(r,ω) is the frequency dependent power 
dissipation density which can be obtained from the calculated electric field distributions E(r,ω) 
using the relation:  
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𝑄𝑄(𝒓𝒓,𝝎𝝎) =  1 
2
 𝜔𝜔 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖′′(𝜔𝜔)𝜀𝜀0 𝑬𝑬∗(𝒓𝒓,𝝎𝝎) ⋅ 𝑬𝑬(𝒓𝒓,𝝎𝝎), (6.2) 
where ω is the angular frequency, 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖′′ is the imaginary part of the dielectric function of material i, 
and 𝜀𝜀0 is the vacuum permittivity. We obtain the total absorption cross-section σabs of a trimer 
using the relation  𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝜔𝜔) = ∑ 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖/𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖  where I is the irradiance used in the simulation and where 
the summation runs over all particles in the trimer. Similarly we can also determine the fractional 
absorption cross-section σabs,Au of the gold nanoparticle, which relates the power dissipated in the 
gold particle PAu to the irradiance as 𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝜔𝜔) = 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴/𝐼𝐼. The structures are illuminated by light 
propagating along the z-direction with the electric field amplitude E0 polarized along the x-axis, 
corresponding to polarization along the dimer and trimer axes respectively. 
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 Figure 6.1: a) Absorption cross section spectra for a 10 nm diameter gold monomer (red solid 
line), a dimer composed of 80 nm diameter silver particles with gap of 5 nm (blue solid line) and 
a heterogeneous trimer composed of a 10 nm diameter gold nanoparticle between two 80 nm 
diameter silver nanospheres (green solid line).  The dashed red line represents the fractional 
absorption cross-section σabs,Au of the gold nanoparticle in the trimer structure. Electric field 
distribution for b) the gold monomer, c) the silver dimer, and d) the heterogeneous trimer, 
illuminated at the wavelengths indicated in (a). 
Figure 6.1(a) shows the calculated absorption cross-section spectrum of the three different 
structures determined from the simulated electric field distributions. The absorption cross-section 
of the 10 nm diameter gold monomer (red line) shows a single absorption peak at 530 nm. Figure 
6.1(b) shows a snapshot of the x-component of the simulated electric field distribution for the Au 
monomer at the peak wavelength in the plane normal to the light propagation direction. The field 
distribution is indicative of the well-known dipolar plasmon resonance mode, resulting in an 
electric field enhancement factor of 1.9 and consequently large optical dissipation. The cross-
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section spectrum of the dimer composed of two 80 nm diameter silver particles (Figure 6.1(a), blue 
line) shows two peaks located at 420 nm and 600 nm respectively. Figure 6.1(c) shows the electric 
field distribution corresponding to the absorption peak at 600 nm. The field distribution is 
representative of a dipolar plasmon resonance with the fields on each nanoparticle having dipolar 
character. On other hand, the field distribution under excitation at 420 nm (not shown) reveals a 
hybridized mode where the fields on each nanoparticle having mixed multipolar and dipolar 
character. The appearance of multipolar contributions in this structure is predominantly due to the 
presence of the neighboring particle, breaking the rotational symmetry of the environment of each 
particle. The absorption cross-section of the trimer structure (green line) composed of two 80 nm 
diameter silver particles and a central 10 nm diameter gold particle shows two peaks located at 
400 nm and 535 nm respectively. Figure 6.1(d) shows the field corresponding to the absorption 
peak at 535 nm, revealing a largely dipolar field distribution on each of the three nanoparticles, 
oscillating approximately in-phase, i.e. the internal electric field in adjacent particles has identical 
sign. At this excitation frequency the field enhancement in the Au particle is 25. This is a 
remarkably large value compared to the single particle enhancement factor of 1.9, which is the 
combined result of field concentration in the dimer gap and a multiplicative cascaded plasmon 
resonance, in which a high-polarizability resonator excites a smaller resonator without significant 
loss in quality factor [159]. The large field enhancement achieved in this case leads to a large 
power dissipation in the gold particle, described by the gold related fractional absorption cross-
section σabs,Au  (dashed red line in Figure 6.1(a)). The maximum absorption cross-section of the 
gold particle inside the trimer structure is seen to be enhanced by two orders of magnitude 
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compared to that of the gold monomer. The dramatically enhanced cross-section of the Au 
nanoparticle suggests that the heterogeneous trimer will exhibit a large thermo-optic response 
observable as a light-induced change in the absorption cross-section. 
 In order to evaluate the thermal response of plasmonic structures under pulsed illumination 
we assume that the electron gas temperature and the lattice temperature of the particles equilibrate 
within 1 ps [160]. The nanostructures are illuminated by a 1 ps laser pulse at a fluence of 
10 nJ/mm2. The resulting temperature evolution is determined by numerically solving the heat-
diffusion equation, 
𝜌𝜌(𝒓𝒓). 𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑔(𝒓𝒓). 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕(𝒓𝒓,𝑡𝑡)𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 = 𝑄𝑄(𝒓𝒓) + 𝑘𝑘(𝒓𝒓)𝛻𝛻2𝑇𝑇(𝒓𝒓, 𝑡𝑡), (6.3) 
where T(r,t) is the time-dependent temperature distribution, ρ, cp and k are position dependent 
density, specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity, respectively, all obtained from literature 
and assumed to be temperature independent for the pulse energies used and Q(r) is the dissipated 
power density obtained from the simulated field distributions using Equation (6.2). Note that the 
pulse duration of 1 ps is much longer than the typical plasmon decay time of several fs, and 
therefore the continuous wave excited field distributions and dissipation distributions here are a 
good approximation of those obtained under true pulsed illumination. Figure 6.2(a) shows the 
calculated temperature evolution in the three different nanostructures relative to the background 
temperature, denoted as ∆T. For the isolated Au nanoparticle excited at 530 nm (Figure 6.2(a). red 
line) the maximum temperature rise measured at the center of the particle is 0.23 K immediately 
after the laser pulse (t=1 ps). The evolution of the temperature after the pulse can be well described 
by a stretched exponential function of the form Δ𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡) = Δ𝑇𝑇0𝑒𝑒−(𝑡𝑡/𝜏𝜏)𝛽𝛽 with τ the 1/e relaxation time 
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and β a parameter that describes the degree of non-exponentiality [161]. A stretched exponential 
fit to the temperature relaxation of the isolated particle yields τ = 14.2 ps. 
 
Figure 6.2: (a) Temperature rise inside a 10 nm diameter gold monomer under pulsed laser 
illumination with a fluence of 10 nJ/mm2 and a pulse duration of 1 ps at 530 nm (red solid line), 
near the surface of a 80 nm silver nanosphere in a dimer structure with a gap of 5 nm at 600 nm 
(blue solid line) and inside a gold nanosphere in a heterogeneous trimer structure composed of a 
10 nm diameter gold nanoparticle between two 80 nm silver nanospheres at 535 nm (green solid 
line). Temperature distribution at t = 1 ps for (b) a gold monomer illuminated at 530 nm, (c) a 
silver dimer illuminated at 600 nm and (d) a heterogeneous trimer illuminated at 535 nm. 
For the silver dimer structure under excitation at 600 nm the largest temperature changes 
occur at the edge of each silver particle near the gap. The blue curve in Figure 6.2(b) represents 
the temperature evolution at this location, showing a maximum temperature change of 0.44 K 
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immediately after the laser pulse. The relaxation time in this case is found to be 0.94 ps, 15 times 
smaller than observed for the isolated gold nanoparticle. Finally, the temperature evolution at the 
center of the 10 nm gold nanosphere in the heterogeneous trimer structure excited at 535 nm (green 
line) shows a maximum temperature rise of 35 K after the 1 ps laser pulse with a relaxation time 
of 14.4 ps 
The extremely short temperature relaxation time in the case of the silver dimer compared 
to the case of the Au monomer and the Ag-Au-Ag trimer can be understood by considering the 
optically induced temperature distributions at the end of the laser pulse, as shown in Figure 6.2(b-
d). The temperature in the isolated particle (Figure 6.2(b)) is relatively low and homogeneously 
distributed throughout the particle. The thermal conductivity of gold is much higher than that of 
water, and consequently the temperature inside the gold nanoparticle will remain relatively 
homogeneous while cooling of the isolated gold nanosphere is governed by slow heat transfer to 
the surrounding water. In the case of silver dimer structure on the other hand (Figure 6.2(c)) the 
temperature distribution is seen to be highly inhomogeneous, due to the stronger optical dissipation 
near the gap. The initial cooling of the gap region therefore occurs by equilibrating the temperature 
within the particle, which is mediated by the high thermal conductivity of silver. Once an 
approximately homogeneous internal temperature distribution is achieved, further cooling takes 
place via the much slower heat transfer to the surrounding water. 
 By contrast, in the case of the trimer, immediately after the laser pulse the temperature in 
the central gold particle is high and relatively homogeneously distributed. In this case no initial 
internal equilibration takes place, and therefore the thermal relaxation is governed by the relatively 
slow thermal conduction into the surrounding water. Due to the high specific heat of the water, the 
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Au nanoparticle temperature decrease is largely determined by the immediate aqueous 
environment, with the Ag nanoparticles playing only a very minor role in the initial heat 
redistribution. 
The observed large temperature changes in the heterogeneous trimer suggest that a large 
thermally induced change of the optical response may be achieved. To evaluate the maximum 
thermo-optic response of these structures under pulsed excitation, we consider the change in 
optical properties at the maximum achieved temperature, i.e. directly after the pulsed excitation. 
In order to estimate the maximum thermo optic response, several approximations were made. First, 
we assume that the bulk thermo-optic coefficients of the materials are valid on a picosecond time 
scale. In this case the temperature-induced change in the real and imaginary index is given by 
Δ𝑎𝑎 =  𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕
Δ𝑇𝑇      𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎     Δ𝜅𝜅 =  𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕
Δ𝑇𝑇, (6.4) 
where dn/dT and dκ/dT are the first-order real and imaginary thermo-optical coefficients of the 
material.  For time varying temperature distributions, determining the photo-thermal response 
would require coupled time domain electromagnetic and thermal calculations, i.e. considering a 
different refractive index distribution for each time step, and repeating this for each excitation 
wavelength of interest. To simplify this process, here we determine an upper limit to the induced 
photothermal response by assuming that the laser-induced temperature change inside the each 
nanoparticle is homogeneous and equal to the maximum internal temperature ∆T reached after 
pulsed excitation. This is a good approximation for the Au nanoparticles, however it will 
significantly overestimate the response of the silver dimer due to the highly inhomogeneous 
temperature distribution in the silver particles (see Figure 6.2(c)). The temperature change inside 
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the gold nanoparticle at each frequency follows the dissipated power spectra due to the fact that 
the field distribution and consequently the absorbed power distribution inside the gold nanoparticle 
is similar across the entire simulated frequency range. Consequently, one can predict the 
temperature change inside the gold particle for all frequencies based on the dissipated power 
spectra and the simulated temperature change at one frequency. However, the temperature change 
inside the silver nanoparticle does not follow the dissipated power spectra due to the significantly 
different field distributions that develop at different frequencies. To evaluate the temperature 
change inside silver nanoparticles for whole spectra, we therefore calculated the temperature 
change inside the silver nanoparticle at several key frequencies and used the simulated power 
dissipation spectra to interpolate the results. 
Once the maximum light-induced temperature change has been determined, the thermally 
modified dielectric function of each material can be obtained from Equation (6.4) using literature 
data for the thermo-optical coefficients of gold [162] and silver [163] as shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: Real and imaginary parts of the thermo-optic coefficients for a) gold [162] and b) 
silver [163]. 
Repeating the cross-section calculation with these modified dielectric functions provides 
the wavelength dependent change in absorption cross-section ∆σabs. To describe the nonlinear 
optical absorption performance of an aqueous suspension of these structures, we define a figure of 
merit (FOM) as 
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 �𝑚𝑚2
𝐽𝐽
� =  ∆𝛼𝛼
𝛼𝛼⋅𝜙𝜙
, (6.5) 
where φ (J/m2) is fluence and Δα (m-1) and α (m-1) are the nonlinear change to the absorption 
coefficient and the linear absorption coefficient, respectively. This parameter is large when a large 
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relative change in the absorption can be reached at low fluence, and mathematically corresponds 
to the inverse of the fluence required to obtain a thermal nonlinear absorption equal to the linear 
absorption for the assumed pulse duration of 1 ps. Since the absorption coefficient is linearly 
related to the absorption cross-section, the FOM is independent of particle concentration, and is 
given by ∆σabs/(σabs ϕ). To obtain the FOM spectrum we use the σabs values obtained in Figure 
6.1(a) and the ∆σabs values calculated as described above. Note that these cross-section values 
assume that the excitation field is aligned along the dimer or trimer axis. Since the calculated 
absorption changes represent an upper limit, the obtained FOM values also represent an upper 
limit. 
Figure 6.4 shows the obtained FOM for thermo-optically induced absorption in the silver 
dimer, the gold monomer, the heterogeneous trimer discussed in detail above, as well as for four 
additional trimers with varying Au nanoparticle diameters at the same edge-to-edge spacing. The 
FOM for isolated 10 nm gold nanospheres (purple line, scaled by a factor five) shows saturable 
absorption (negative FOM) and reverse saturable absorption (positive FOM) below and above the 
dipolar plasmon resonance wavelength of the isolated gold nanoparticle, respectively. The largest 
FOM for this structure is 0.043 mm2/μJ, occurring at a wavelength of 560 nm. The FOM spectrum 
for the silver dimer structure (gray line) shows saturable and reverse saturable absorption below 
and above both the largely dipolar mode at 600nm and the hybridized mode at 420 nm, with a 
maximum magnitude of 0.3 mm2/μJ at a wavelength of 435 nm, close the silver dimer hybridized 
mode in the saturable absorption region. The FOM spectrum for the heterogeneous trimer structure 
(blue line) shows a shape similar to that of the isolated gold nanoparticle. However, the peak FOM 
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achieved for the multi-material trimer structure is 1.9 mm2/μJ, a factor 44 larger than that of the 
isolated gold nanoparticle. This enhancement of the thermal nonlinear optical response is due to 
the combination of two main factors. First, in the trimer structure a strong field enhancement is 
achieved inside the gold nanoparticle due to the multiplicative cascading effect, leading to large 
heat dissipation inside the gold nanoparticle. Second, the short pulse illumination combined with 
the low thermal conductivity of the surrounding medium (water) allows for large temperature 
changes with relatively small pulse energies, which in turn enables a large modification of the gold 
refractive index. 
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Figure 6.4: Figure of merit for thermo-optically induced absorption of a 10 nm gold monomer, 
an 80 nm diameter silver dimer structure, and five heterogeneous trimer structures composed of 
two 80 nm diameter silver particles and central gold nanoparticles with five different diameters 
of 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 nm with an edge-to-edge spacing of 5 nm after a 1 ps laser pulse. 
Additional FOM spectra were calculated for trimers with Au nanoparticle diameters of 5, 15, 20, 
and 30 nm while maintaining a 5 nm edge-to-edge spacing between all particles. The spectra all 
show similar features, with a maximum FOM of 2.07 mm2/μJ observed for the trimer with a gold 
nanoparticle diameter of 15 nm. The existence of an optimum particle size for obtaining a 
maximum thermal nonlinear absorptive performance can be explained by considering two factors 
that play a significant role in determining the thermal nonlinear optical response. The first factor 
is the temperature change which is strongly dependent on the gold related fractional absorption 
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per unit volume, as explained in detail in Chapter 5. Decreasing the gold nanoparticle size increases 
the larger field enhancement factors achieved by the cascaded field enhancement effect at smaller 
volume of the gold particle. This increases the relative absorption per unit volume and therefore 
the temperature change which in turn increases the optically induced change in the gold dielectric 
function as the gold particle volume is reduced. The second factor is the volume dependent 
contribution of the gold nanoparticle to the total absorption cross-section. As the gold particle 
volume is reduced its contribution to the total absorption cross-section of the trimer reduces. 
Consequently, large optically induced changes in its dielectric properties will only weakly affect 
the total absorption spectrum, resulting in a vanishing FOM for small nanoparticle sizes. The 
optimum gold particle size for large thermal nonlinear absorption thus occurs for a particle size 
that is small enough to enable a strong field enhancement and a large temperature change, while 
being big enough to significantly affect the total absorption coefficient. The observed effect is not 
limited to the use of gold and silver specifically, and can be extended to clusters containing 
multiple particle shapes, sizes, and compositions. 
 Summary 
In summary, we have investigated the thermal nonlinear optical response of plasmon 
resonant gold monomers, silver dimers and heterogeneous trimers using full-field electromagnetic 
and transient thermal simulations. It was shown that the attainable temperature change, the related 
thermal nonlinear optical response, and the response time of these structures depend not only on 
the maximum field enhancement factors, but also on the spatial distribution of the achieved 
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temperature changes and the thermal conductivity of the immediate surroundings. It was 
demonstrated that the figure of merit for thermo-optically induced absorption of a heterogeneous 
trimer structure is 44 times larger than that of an isolated gold nanoparticle. In addition, response 
times smaller than nanosecond were observed, making these structures a promising tool in fast 
thermo-optical applications like nanoscale bubble generation, optical signal modulation and heat 
assisted catalysis.  Finally, extraordinarily large temperature changes as high as 35 K at a fluence 
as small as 10 nJ/mm2 were predicted, making these structures of interest for low-power 
photothermal applications. 
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7. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
In summary, we used analytical and numerical methods to investigate the linear and 
nonlinear optical response of media containing coupled metallic nanoparticles. First we studied 
the linear response of coupled nanoparticles, especially the achievement of larger field 
enhancement factors in mono-material and multi-material coupled nanoparticles. Using these large 
field enhancement factors through careful engineered coupled nanoparticles, we studied the Kerr-
type nonlinear and thermal nonlinear optical responses in the coupled plasmonic nanostructures. 
In Chapter 2, we used a point dipole model to evaluate cascaded field enhancement in 
asymmetric silver nanosphere dimers. Field enhancement spectra were evaluated as a function of 
the particle size difference and inter-particle spacing.  We observed three distinct regimes of 
cascaded field enhancement: hindered cascading, multiplicative cascading, and the ultimate 
cascading limit, depending on the dimer interaction strength. In the limit of weak-mutual coupling, 
analytical formulas were derived for the ultimate internal and external field enhancement factors 
in coupled nanosphere dimers. For silver dimers in a host with index 1.5 we obtain a maximum 
internal field enhancement of 2.9×103, a factor of 75 larger than that of an isolated silver 
nanoparticle. We show in chapter 4 how this coupling effects in asymmetrical mono-material 
dimer can be used to enhance the Kerr-type nonlinear response. We used a finite integration 
method and effective medium theory to discuss linear and nonlinear optical responses of a 
plasmonic metamaterial consisting of closely spaced nanoparticles with different sizes. We 
observed that the effective nonlinear optical absorption of such asymmetrical cascaded plasmonic 
nanostructures can be controlled by interplay between different plasmon resonance modes and 
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depends strongly on the volume ratio of adjacent nanoparticles as well as interparticle spacing 
between them. We show the attainable nonlinear susceptibility enhancement factors and figure of 
merit for nonlinear absorption can be increased in a cascaded plasmonic nanostructure consisting 
of metals with a positive imaginary third order nonlinear optical susceptibility. We observe a large 
positive enhancement factor in the cascaded nanostructure, despite, the imaginary or negative 
nature of that in the arrays containing a single particle size. This type of phase-optimized design 
of the nonlinear optical response enhancement in cascaded plasmon resonant metamaterials could 
lead to the development of new optical switching materials with a performance that dramatically 
exceeds that of their non-cascaded counterparts. 
In Chapter 3, we demonstrate cascaded plasmon resonances in dimer nanoantennas 
consisting of near-field coupled ellipsoidal particles with identical thickness using analytical 
model and finite integration method. We used the identical thickness for nanoparticles to show that 
the cascaded plasmon resonances, described in Chapter 2, can be achieved in the nanostructures 
which are compatible with common top-down nanofabrication methods such as electron beam 
lithography and nano-imprint lithography. The field enhancement was evaluated as a function of 
the particle volume ratio and spacing, and shows the strongest cascaded field enhancement for the 
largest volume ratio. The largest field enhancement factors that can be achieved in the ultimate 
cascading limit are 5.7 × 103 for the internal field enhancement factor and 2.6 × 104 for the external 
field enhancement factor. 
In Chapters 2-4, we studied the cascaded field enhancement and related nonlinear optical 
response in mono-material asymmetrical dimer and effective medium. We discussed the 
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limitations to achieve cascaded field enhancement in a dimer structure consisting of two 
nanoparticles with identical material. In Chapter 5, we describe the linear optical response of a 
heterogeneous plasmonic trimer structure to overcome these limitations. We analytically and 
numerically discuss the optical response of multi-material plasmonic trimer structures composed 
of a silver nanoparticle dimer and a central gold nanoparticle. We used a point dipole model to 
demonstrate the general principle and then used finite integration method to evaluate the cascaded 
field enhancement factors in a realistic and experimentally achievable dimensions. The resulting 
coupled plasmon resonance in the heterogeneous trimer structure is found to lead to an enhanced 
energy dissipation per unit volume which exceeds that of a single-particle system by two orders of 
magnitude which enables heterogeneous plasmonic trimers to be used in photothermal applications 
at significantly reduced laser irradiance, and may enable the investigation of thermal effects and 
thermally assisted chemical effects on ultrashort time scales. In Chapter 6, we discussed the 
applicability of described trimer structure in Chapter 5 in enhancing the thermal nonlinear optical 
response. We used frequency and time-domain finite integration method to investigate the transient 
thermal behavior and related thermal nonlinear optical response of the heterogeneous plasmonic 
nanostructures under short pulse laser illumination. We demonstrate that in addition to the 
magnitude of the field enhancement and related heat dissipation, the specific location where heat 
is generated has a major impact on the attainable temperature changes and thermo-optic response. 
It is shown that the thermal nonlinear optical response of properly designed heterogeneous trimer 
structures is 44 times larger than that of isolated gold nanoparticles. 
The methods and results of this study can be extended to future research areas. Synthesizing 
and optically characterizing multi-material, multi-dimensional trimer structures and observing the 
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predicted effects is of great interest for photothermal applications. Chemical synthesis of these 
structures could lead to rapid and low-cost production of large quantities of these structures 
without the need for costly and time-consuming techniques such as electron beam lithography. In 
addition, new material combinations may be explored. Our work focused on gold and silver 
nanospheres, however trimers and other oligomers with different materials could extend the useful 
frequency range and possibly further improve field enhancement. These structures may also 
provide a new way to investigate fast temperature-dependent dynamics in metallic nanoparticles 
such as photoluminescence. The proposed cascaded structures may also be used for photo-thermal 
imaging and low-power photothermal therapy, based on the large temperatures that can be 
achieved at remarkably low pulse power. Finally, the structures may open new opportunities as a 
Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) platform because of the large predicted field 
enhancement factors. The small amount of gold used in these structures suggests that these trimers 
may provide a relatively low gold fluorescence background in SERS measurements, however more 
research is needed to verify this. Finally, it may be possible to selectively functionalize the central 
gold particle in the trimer structure in order to bind molecules of interest, potentially allowing for 
sensitive SERS measurements with a large signal to noise ratio. 
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Kerr-type optical nonlinearity 
An accurate description of light matter interaction in the presence of the strong optical 
fields requires the use of higher order electric susceptibilities in describing polarization. In this 
case the time dependent nonlinear polarization can be represented by a power expansion of the 
electric field and higher order susceptibilities as shown in Equation (A.1) [3], 
𝑷𝑷(𝑡𝑡) =  𝜀𝜀0�𝜒𝜒(1)𝑬𝑬(𝑡𝑡) +  𝜒𝜒(2)𝑬𝑬(𝑡𝑡)𝑬𝑬(𝑡𝑡) +  𝜒𝜒(3)𝑬𝑬(𝑡𝑡)𝑬𝑬(𝑡𝑡)𝑬𝑬(𝑡𝑡)�  (A.1) 
where χ(m) are the mth order of the nonlinear susceptibilities which generally are (m+1)th rank 
tensors. Here the use of bold fonts indicates that the parameter is vectorial in nature. It should be 
noted that the definition in Equation (A.1) is applicable if the polarization at time t depends only 
on the instantaneous value of the electric field strength. This implies that the medium must be 
considered lossless and dispersionless and consequently the susceptibilities should be considered 
constant. In lossy and dispersive media, the material does not respond instantaneously to the 
electric field. In this case the susceptibilities become frequency-dependent complex quantities. 
In macroscopically centrosymmetric and isotropic media the second order nonlinear 
susceptibility is zero, making the third order response the lowest-order nonlinear term. If we 
consider only nonlinear interactions that produce a polarization response at the same frequency as 
the incident field, necessary for nonlinear absorption and nonlinear refraction, the expression for 
the field-dependent polarization under illumination with a single monochromatic linearly polarized 
wave becomes 
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𝑷𝑷(𝜔𝜔) =  𝜀𝜀0�𝜒𝜒(1)𝑬𝑬(𝜔𝜔) +  3𝜒𝜒(3)|𝑬𝑬(𝜔𝜔)|2𝑬𝑬(𝜔𝜔)� =  𝜀𝜀0 𝜒𝜒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑬𝑬(𝜔𝜔) (A.2) 
where χ(3) represents the complex third-order nonlinear susceptibility, 𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(3)(𝜔𝜔;𝜔𝜔,𝜔𝜔,−𝜔𝜔). The 
factor 3 appears due to intrinsic permutation and is related to the fact that we cannot discriminate 
between 𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(3)(𝜔𝜔;𝜔𝜔,𝜔𝜔,−𝜔𝜔), 𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(3)(𝜔𝜔;𝜔𝜔,−𝜔𝜔,𝜔𝜔), and 𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(3)(𝜔𝜔;−𝜔𝜔,𝜔𝜔,𝜔𝜔) due to the 
undistinguishable resultant electric fields. In Equation (A.2),  
𝜒𝜒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =  𝜒𝜒(1) +  3𝜒𝜒(3)�𝐸𝐸�⃗ (𝜔𝜔)�2 represents the total susceptibility of the material containing both 
linear and nonlinear terms. In general χ(1) is a second rank tensor with up to 32 = 9 unique nonzero 
terms and χ(3) is a fourth rank tensor with up to 34 = 81 unique nonzero terms. In this report, we 
consider isotropic materials, reducing the χ(1) tensor to a scalar quantity and limiting the number 
of nonzero χ(3) tensor elements to 21, of which only 3 are independent. 
The second term in Equation (A.2) shows that the induced polarization in a nonlinear 
medium depends on the square of the electric field which leads to an irradiance-dependent 
refractive index in the presence of the strong optical fields which can be expressed as 
𝜂𝜂 =  𝜂𝜂0 +  𝜂𝜂2𝐼𝐼,                         (A.3) 
where η0 and η2 are the complex linear and nonlinear refractive index respectively. The complex 
nonlinear refractive index, η2, follows from the third-order nonlinear susceptibility χ(3), as 
discussed below. This expression neglects higher order nonlinear refractive index contributions 
originating from susceptibilities χ(5) and higher that could lead to refractive index dependencies of 
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the order I2 and higher. The complex refractive index in Equation (A.3) can be rewritten in the 
corresponding real part and imaginary part. The real part is given by  
𝑎𝑎 = 𝑎𝑎0 +  𝑎𝑎2𝐼𝐼,                                        (A.4) 
where n0 and n2 are the linear and the nonlinear refractive index respectively. Typically, optically 
induced changes of the real part of the refractive index, n2I, are called the optical Kerr effect, by 
analogy with the traditional Kerr electro-optic effect. The imaginary part of the nonlinear refractive 
index on the other hand leads to an irradiance-dependent absorption contribution, resulting in a 
total absorption coefficient of the form 
𝛼𝛼 = 𝛼𝛼0 +  𝛽𝛽𝐼𝐼                                                    (A.5) 
where α0 is the linear absorption coefficient given by α0 = 2k0κ0, in which k0 is the wavevector in 
free space and κ0 is the imaginary part of the linear refractive index. Analogously, β is the nonlinear 
absorption coefficient given by β = 2 k0 Im[η2]. 
For media with negligible linear absorption, or α0 ~ 0, the real part of the nonlinear 
refractive index n2 and the nonlinear absorption coefficient β are proportional to the real and 
imaginary part of third-order nonlinear susceptibility [3, 164]. The relation between the complex 
refractive index η and the total susceptibility follows from the relation η2 = 1 + χ leading to 
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𝜂𝜂2 =  (𝑎𝑎0 + 𝜂𝜂2𝐼𝐼)2 = 1 + 𝜒𝜒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 1 +  𝜒𝜒(1) +  3𝜒𝜒(3)�𝐸𝐸�⃗ (𝜔𝜔)�2. (A.6) 
By writing out the index squared term and separately equating terms that depend to the same order 
on the irradiance I, we obtain the following equations, 
𝑎𝑎0
2 =  1 +  𝜒𝜒(1) 
2𝑎𝑎0𝜂𝜂2𝐼𝐼 = 3𝜒𝜒(3)�𝐸𝐸�⃗ (𝜔𝜔)�2. (A.7) 
The term proportional to I2 is zero because nonlinearities higher than the third order have been 
ignored in this analysis. The second equation will lead to the equations below by using the relation 
between I and |E(ω)|2, I = 2n0 ε0 c |E(ω)|2 where E(t) is considered to be of the form E(ω) e-iωt + 
c.c. [3]. 
𝑎𝑎2 =  34𝑎𝑎02𝜀𝜀0𝑐𝑐 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒�𝜒𝜒(3)� 
𝛽𝛽 =  3𝜋𝜋
𝜆𝜆0𝑎𝑎0
2𝜀𝜀0𝑐𝑐
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼�𝜒𝜒(3)� (A.8) 
Here ε0, c and λ0 are permittivity, light velocity and light wavelength in the free space, respectively.  
In absorbing systems, the nonlinear absorption and refraction are each dependent on both 
the real and the imaginary parts of the first- and third-order susceptibilities. In this case, the relation 
between the nonlinear refractive index and the third order susceptibility in the SI unit system is 
given by [165] 
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𝑎𝑎2 =  34(𝑎𝑎02 +  𝜅𝜅02)𝜀𝜀0𝑐𝑐 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 ��1 + 𝑖𝑖 𝜅𝜅0𝑎𝑎0�𝜒𝜒(3)� 
𝛽𝛽 =  3𝜋𝜋
𝜆𝜆0(𝑎𝑎02 +  𝜅𝜅02)𝜀𝜀0𝑐𝑐  𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ��1 + 𝑖𝑖 𝜅𝜅0𝑎𝑎0�𝜒𝜒(3)� . 
(A.9) 
Photo-thermal nonlinearity 
Thermal nonlinear optical effects can also lead to an irradiance-dependent refractive index, 
but, in contrast with Kerr-type effects, not to higher harmonic generation at optical frequencies. In 
thermal nonlinear optical materials, the temperature change due to the absorption incident light 
can lead to a modification of the refractive index. To first order the real and imaginary parts of the 
refractive index can be expressed as 
𝑎𝑎 =  𝑎𝑎0 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇 Δ𝑇𝑇 
𝜅𝜅 =  𝜅𝜅0 + 𝑎𝑎𝜅𝜅𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇 Δ𝑇𝑇, 
(A.10) 
where n0 and κ0 are the real and imaginary index before the temperature change ∆T and dn/dT and 
dκ/dT are the thermo-optic coefficients of the material. For a known dissipated power density Q 
the temperature change can be determined by solving the heat transfer equation 
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𝜌𝜌 ⋅ 𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑔 ⋅
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡)
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡
= 𝑄𝑄 + 𝑘𝑘𝛻𝛻2𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡), (A. 11) 
where T(t) is the time-dependent temperature distribution, ρ, cp and k are density, specific heat 
capacity and thermal conductivity, respectively, and Q is given by αI where α is the absorption 
coefficient of the material and I is the intensity of the illumination laser.  
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APPENDIX B: LOCALIZED SURFACE PLASMONS 
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Field Enhancement 
To understand the physics of the field enhancement, we consider a homogeneous, isotropic 
sphere of radius R located in a uniform electric field E = E0 z, as shown in Figure B.1. This 
nanosphere embedded in an isotropic and non-absorbing material with dielectric constant of εh, 
and the electric field lines are parallel to the z-direction at sufficient far distance from the sphere. 
The dielectric function of the metal sphere is described by εm(ω) which is a frequency-dependent 
complex number. 
  
Figure B. 1: Sketch of a homogeneous sphere placed into an electrostatic field. 
To calculate the electric field from the electric potential ϕ using E = −∇φ, one needs a 
solution of the Laplace equation for the potential, ∇2φ = 0, satisfying the following boundary 
conditions. The external electrical potential, φout, at large distance from the particle must be 
E0rcos(θ). In addition the internal and external electrical potential, φin and φout, should have the 
same value at the sphere surface, r = R.  Finally the tangential component of the electric field and 
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the normal component of the electric displacement must be continuous at the particle surface. After 
applying these boundary conditions and solving equations for potentials, the electric field can be 
evaluated [106]. This leads to the following expressions for the internal and external electric field,  
𝐄𝐄𝐢𝐢𝐢𝐢 =  3𝜀𝜀ℎ𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚(𝜔𝜔) +  2𝜀𝜀ℎ  𝐄𝐄𝟎𝟎 
𝐄𝐄𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨 =  �1 +  2 𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚(𝜔𝜔) −  𝜀𝜀ℎ𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚(𝜔𝜔) +  2𝜀𝜀ℎ   𝑅𝑅3|𝑧𝑧|3�  𝐄𝐄𝟎𝟎. 
(B.1) 
The corresponding external electric field on the metal nanoparticle surface at |z| = R along 
the incident field direction is given by  
𝐄𝐄𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨(R z�) =   3𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚(𝜔𝜔)𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚(𝜔𝜔) +  2𝜀𝜀ℎ  𝐄𝐄𝟎𝟎. (B.2) 
where z� is the unit vector in the incident field direction. A dipolar resonance occurs at frequencies 
where the dominator in Equation (B.1) or (B.2) becomes minimum, or εm(ω) ≈ -2εh(ω). At this 
condition, known as the localized plasmon resonance frequency, both internal and external electric 
fields will be enhanced. The ratio of the plasmon enhanced electric field and the incident electric 
field is called the field enhancement factor in plasmonic nanostructures.  
The model described above is correct in the quasi-electrostatic regime using the Drude 
model for the dielectric function of the metal. However, this model ceases to be valid when the 
size of nanoparticle becomes either too large or too small. In the large nanoparticle case, phase 
retardation leads to the excitation of higher order plasmon modes while the skin depth limits the 
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penetration of the electromagnetic field into the particle. On the other hand, when the nanoparticle 
size becomes similar to or smaller than the electron mean free path, the electron scattering rate Γ 
that is used in the Drude model to describe dissipative loss increases due to an additional electron 
scattering rate from the surface of nanoparticle. This effect can be described by introducing an 
additional damping term in the Drude model. The damping contribution related to surface 
scattering is approximately given by [166], 
Γ𝑎𝑎 = 𝐴𝐴 v𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅   (B.3) 
where vf = 1.39 × 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity in silver[167] and A is a constant which is dependent 
on the electron scattering mechanism and has been experimentally determined to be of order 1 for 
small silver nanospheres [168]. 
Near-field interactions 
This Thesis focuses on the optical response of structures composed of individual metal 
nanoparticles that interact through far-field and near-field coupling. To understand the basic types 
of interactions between these nanoparticles, we first consider coupled nanospheres that have a 
diameter much smaller than the wavelength of the exciting light, and that can approximately be 
described as electric point dipoles. Throughout this Thesis full-field numerical simulations are also 
carried out that include all the discussed coupling effects. The electric field at position r from a 
point dipole can be described by [169] 
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𝑬𝑬(𝒓𝒓) = 14𝜋𝜋𝜀𝜀0𝜀𝜀ℎ �𝑘𝑘2(𝒓𝒓� × 𝒑𝒑) × 𝒓𝒓�  𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 + [3 𝒓𝒓�(𝒓𝒓� .𝒑𝒑) − 𝒑𝒑]  � 1𝑑𝑑3 − 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑2� 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 � (B.4) 
where ?̂?𝑑 is unit vector in the direction of r, r is the magnitude of r and p is the dipole moment. In 
the case of interacting sub-wavelength particles, two types of electromagnetic coupling can be 
distinguished: near-field and far-field dipolar interactions. Based on Equation (B.4), for particle 
spacings r larger than the wavelength of light, far-field dipolar interactions with an r-1 dependence 
dominate. For closely spaced particles, r << λ, near-field interactions with a distance dependence 
of r-3 dominate. Here, we briefly discuss the manifestations of near-field interactions between 
coupled nanoparticles. In the following we describe the consequences of inter-particle interaction 
using particle dimers as an example. Figure B. 2 schematically represents the near-field interaction 
of two metal nanoparticles for both transverse and longitudinal polarization excitation, where the 
term ‘longitudinal’ refers to fields oriented along the dimer axis. 
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 Figure B. 2: Schematic of near-field interaction of two metal nanoparticles for (a) longitudinal 
and (b) transverse polarization. 
In the case of longitudinal excitation (electric field along the dimer axis), the dipolar near-
field of the neighbor nanoparticle is opposite in sign compared to the field inside the nanoparticle 
which leads to a weakened induced polarization and consequently decreased plasmon resonance 
energy or red-shifted plasmon resonance. For transverse excitation, i.e. plane wave excitation with 
a field normal to the dimer axis, the dipolar near-field of neighbor metal nanoparticle is equal in 
sign compared to the induced field inside the nanoparticle which leads to strengthened internal 
fields and consequently an increased plasmon resonance energy or blue-shifted plasmon 
resonance. Figure B.3 shows the plasmon resonance wavelength of a dimer consisting of two 20 
nm diameter silver nanoparticles for both longitudinal and transverse excitation as a function of 
the edge-to-edge spacing, calculated using the dipole-dipole interaction model described in 
Chapter 2. 
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Figure B. 3: Particle spacing dependence of the plasmon resonance frequency for both the 
longitudinal and transverse modes in a silver dimer structure. 
Point Dipole Model 
In point dipole model, we consider each nanosphere as a point dipole with a polarizability 
αi given by 
αi = 3ε0εh Vi εm − εhεm + 2εh (B. 5) 
where Vi, is the volume of nanosphere i. ε0, εm and εh are the vacuum permittivity, the dielectric 
function of the metal and the dielectric function of the host, respectively. The dipole moment of a 
nanosphere located at position ri, can be written as 
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𝐩𝐩i =  αi𝐄𝐄loc(𝐫𝐫i), (B. 6) 
where Eloc(ri ) is the sum of the incident field Einc(ri ) and the local electric fields generated by all 
the neighbor dipoles at locations ri, which itself is given by 
𝐄𝐄loc(𝐫𝐫i) =  𝐄𝐄inc(𝐫𝐫i) + 𝐄𝐄dipole,j(𝐫𝐫i) =  𝐄𝐄0 ei𝐤𝐤i.𝐫𝐫𝐢𝐢 −�𝐀𝐀ij𝐩𝐩j
i≠j
, (B. 7) 
where Aij pj is the electric field contribution of dipole j at the position of dipole i and is given by 
𝐀𝐀ij𝐩𝐩j = eikrij4πε0εhrij3 �k2𝐫𝐫ij × �𝐫𝐫ij × 𝐩𝐩j� +  �1 − ikrij�rij2 �rij2𝐩𝐩j − 3𝐫𝐫ij�𝐫𝐫ij.𝐩𝐩j�� �          for i ≠ j (B. 8) 
where rij = ri - rj, rij = |rij| and k is the magnitude of the wavevector in the host medium. For a 
dimer structure illuminated with an electromagnetic wave polarized along the dimer axis, as shown 
in Figure 2.1, the dipole-dipole interaction matrix, Aij, can be written as 
A12 =  A21 = eikd2πε0εh  � ikd2 −  1d3 � , (B. 9) 
where d is the center-to-center separation of the two nanospheres in the dimer structure. 
Substitution of equation (B.7) into equation (B.6) and considering a dimer structure excited with 
longitudinal polarization in the quasi-electrostatic regime, leads to 
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p1 =  α1[Einc −  A12p2] 
p2 =  α2[Einc −  A21p1] (B. 10) 
The dipole moment of both nanoparticles can be obtained by solving these two linear 
equations, leading to 
p1 =  α1 1 −  α2 A12 1 −  α1α2 A122  Einc 
 p2 =  α2 1− α1 A12  1− α1α2 A122  Einc (B. 11) 
For a linear trimer structure consisting of two identical outer particles 1 and 3 and excited 
by light polarized along the trimer axis we have α1 = α3 and p1 = p3, and the matrix elements are 
given by 
𝐴𝐴12 =  𝐴𝐴21 = 𝐴𝐴23 = 𝐴𝐴32 = 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑2𝜋𝜋𝜀𝜀0𝜀𝜀ℎ  � 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎122 −  1𝑎𝑎123  � 
𝐴𝐴13 =  𝐴𝐴31 = 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑2𝜋𝜋𝜀𝜀0𝜀𝜀ℎ  � 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎132 −  1𝑎𝑎133  � 
(B. 12) 
where dij is the center-to-center separation between particles i and j, and k is wavevector in the 
host medium. The dipole moment of nanoparticle i is thus given by: 
pi =  αi�Einc −  Aijpj  −  Aikpk � (B. 13) 
Under these assumptions the dipole moment of each nanoparticle can be obtained by 
solving these three linear equations, 
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𝑝𝑝1 = 𝑝𝑝3 =  𝛼𝛼1 1 1 +  𝛼𝛼1𝐴𝐴13 1 + 𝛼𝛼1 𝐴𝐴13 −  𝛼𝛼2 𝐴𝐴12 −  𝛼𝛼1𝛼𝛼2 𝐴𝐴12𝐴𝐴13 1 + 𝛼𝛼1 𝐴𝐴13 −  2𝛼𝛼1𝛼𝛼2 𝐴𝐴122  𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 
𝑝𝑝2 =  𝛼𝛼2 1 +  𝛼𝛼1 𝐴𝐴13 − 2 𝛼𝛼1𝐴𝐴12 1 + 𝛼𝛼1 𝐴𝐴13 −  2𝛼𝛼1𝛼𝛼2 𝐴𝐴122  𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 (B. 14) 
Using the known frequency-dependent polarizability, α, of the individual particles, the 
local electric field in position of each nanoparticle can be determined by Eloc = p / α and 
consequently the electric field inside the middle nanoparticle can be obtained by,  
Ein,2 =  3εh εm,2 + 2εh Eloc,2 =    3εh εm + 2εh  1 +  𝛼𝛼1 𝐴𝐴13 − 2 𝛼𝛼1𝐴𝐴12 1 + 𝛼𝛼1 𝐴𝐴13 −  2𝛼𝛼1𝛼𝛼2 𝐴𝐴122  𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎. (B. 15) 
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APPENDIX C: NUMERICAL INTEGRATION METHOD 
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The effective nonlinear response in Chapter 4 was obtained using numerical integration of 
simulated field distributions. The procedure used is described below. In the presence of an 
anisotropic metal inside an isotropic host, the local electrical displacement can be written in form 
of the linear and nonlinear contributions of the susceptibilities. 
𝐝𝐝𝐢𝐢(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) = 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) +  𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(3) (𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐤𝐤∗(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐥𝐥(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) (C. 1) 
where 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) and 𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(3) (𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) are the permittivity of anisotropic dielectric constant of the 
material and the third-order nonlinear susceptibility, respectively. 𝐝𝐝𝐢𝐢(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) and 𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) are the ith 
component of the local electrical displacement and electric field in the position of r and the 
frequency of ω. The first term is the linear response and the second term represents the nonlinear 
response. We can define the linear dielectric displacement like) 
𝐝𝐝𝐢𝐢,𝐋𝐋(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) = 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) (C.2) 
The electrical energy resulting from the linear response inside the composite can be written 
as 
𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝐿𝐿(𝜔𝜔) =  �𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) .𝐝𝐝𝐢𝐢,𝐋𝐋(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) 𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉  =  ��𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)  𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚
 (C.3) 
where m represents different components of the composite. In effective medium theory, the 
electrical energy in a composite with an effective permittivity, 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎(𝜔𝜔) , is defined as 
𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝐿𝐿(𝜔𝜔) =  �𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) .𝐝𝐝𝐢𝐢,𝐋𝐋(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) 𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉  ≡ 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎(𝜔𝜔) �  𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) 𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 (C.4) 
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where 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 is the volume of the composite. The effective permittivity constant of the composite can 
be determined using the Equation (C.3) and Equation (C.4):  
𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎(𝜔𝜔) =  ∑ ∫𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)  𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∫  𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) 𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎  (C.5) 
In an isotropic composite, which contains isotropic components in the isotropic 
distribution, illuminated with a single beam the effective permittivity will be 
𝜀𝜀𝑎𝑎(𝜔𝜔) =  ∑ ∫𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)2  𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∫  𝐞𝐞(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)2 𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎  (C.6) 
 Now, we just consider the nonlinear part in following calculations. The total electrical 
displacement for a composite can be defined like 
𝐝𝐝𝐢𝐢,𝐍𝐍𝐋𝐋(𝜔𝜔) = 𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(3) (𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐤𝐤∗(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐥𝐥(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)  (C.7) 
We will omit the position argument in the following calculations. The electrical energy, 
the nonlinear response contribution, inside the composite can be written as 
𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿(𝜔𝜔) =  �𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝜔𝜔) .𝐝𝐝𝐢𝐢,𝐍𝐍𝐋𝐋(𝜔𝜔) 𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉  =  ��𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚(3) (𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐤𝐤∗(𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐥𝐥(𝜔𝜔) 𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚
 (C.8) 
where m represents different components of the composite. In addition, according to the effective 
media, the electrical energy in composite can be defined as 
𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖,𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿(𝜔𝜔) =  �𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝜔𝜔) .𝐝𝐝𝐢𝐢,𝐍𝐍𝐋𝐋(𝜔𝜔) 𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉  = 𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎(3) (𝜔𝜔) �  𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐤𝐤∗(𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐥𝐥(𝜔𝜔) 𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 (C.9) 
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where 𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎(3) (𝜔𝜔) is the effective third-order nonlinear susceptibility of the composite. Using the 
Equation (C.8) and Equation (C.9), the effective third-order nonlinear susceptibility of the 
composite can be determined as 
𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎(3) (𝜔𝜔) = ∑ ∫𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑚𝑚(3) (𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐤𝐤∗(𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐥𝐥(𝜔𝜔)  𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∫  𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐤𝐤∗(𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐥𝐥(𝜔𝜔)  𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉  (C.10) 
Or  
𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑎𝑎(3) (𝜔𝜔) =  𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(3)(𝜔𝜔)𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(3) (𝜔𝜔) + (1 − 𝑓𝑓)𝑔𝑔ℎ(3)(𝜔𝜔) 𝜒𝜒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,ℎ(3) (𝜔𝜔)  (C.11) 
Where f is fill fraction and 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(3)(𝜔𝜔) and 𝑔𝑔ℎ(3)(𝜔𝜔) are the enhancement factor of the third-order 
nonlinear susceptibility of the metal and host respectively.  
𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚
(3)(𝜔𝜔) = ∫𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐤𝐤∗(𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐥𝐥(𝜔𝜔)  𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚
∫  𝐞𝐞𝐢𝐢(𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐣𝐣(𝜔𝜔)𝐞𝐞𝐤𝐤∗(𝜔𝜔) 𝐞𝐞𝐥𝐥(𝜔𝜔)  𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉  (C.12) 
In an isotropic composites, which consists isotropic elements in an isotropic arrangement, 
illuminated with a single beam the Equation (C.12) can be rewritten 
𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚
(3)(𝜔𝜔) = ∫|𝐞𝐞(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)|2𝐞𝐞(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)2 𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚
∫  |𝐞𝐞(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)|2𝐞𝐞(𝑑𝑑,𝜔𝜔)2  𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉 (C.13) 
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